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ABSTRACT
Novel Pathways to High-Efficiency Chalcopyrite Photovoltaic Devices:
A Spectroscopic Investigation of Alternative Buffer Layers and Alkali-treated Absorbers
By
Michelle Mezher
Dr. Clemens Heske, Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Chemistry
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Within the past few years, breakthroughs in Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGSe) thin-film photovoltaic
device efficiencies (on a laboratory scale) were achieved utilizing alkali-treated (KF)
absorbers. Na incorporation in the CIGSe absorber, either diffused from the substrate or
deliberately deposited, affects the surface electronic properties of the CIGSe absorber.
The role of Na, however, is still not fully understood with some studies suggesting that Na
also passivates defects at the grain boundaries. Replacing Na with K offered an efficiency
boost resulting in KF treatments becoming the new “hot topic” in the chalcopyrite field,
both in terms of understanding how the treatment changes the absorber along with
studying the differences between alternative KF deposition methods. To provide insight
on these issues, x-ray (XPS) and ultraviolet (UPS) photoelectron spectroscopy, inverse
photoemission spectroscopy (IPES), as well as x-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) are
utilized to investigate two sample sets. The first set (Chapter 4) compares the effects of
both KF and NaF treatments on absorbers taken from the production line of STION and
the National Renewable Energy Laboratory. The purpose here is to compare how similar
alkali-treatments affect chalcopyrite devices from different sources along with comparing
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the alkali-treatments themselves. The second sample set (Chapter 5) investigates effects
of KF treatments when incorporated utilizing different deposition techniques.
The most recent world record efficiency for CIGSe thin-film devices was not
achieved with the KF-treatment, but with the replacement of the traditional CdS buffer
layer (between the absorber and transparent front electrode) with Zn(O,S), a material
offering the possibility of increasing the current collection in the shorter wavelength region
of the solar spectrum. To further optimize these photovoltaic devices, an understanding
of the interactions between the absorber and the buffer layer is crucial. For example,
record CdS/CIGSe devices have a flat conduction band alignment at the buffer/absorber
interface, while, in contrast, the less efficient CdS/Cu(In,Ga)S2 device exhibits a cliff-like
conduction band offset, impeding electron transport. Thus, a determination of the
conduction band offset is, among other aspects, of significant importance.
When using Zn(O,S) as the buffer layer, it should be noted that the bandgap of a
Zn(O,S) alloy exhibits a strong bowing effect as the O:S ratio varies. With the ability to
change the O:S ratio and alter the bandgap, it is thus important to understand the
chemical and electronic structure of the Zn(O,S)/CIGSe interface in high-efficiency
devices through direct and independent analysis of the heterojunction formation, the
valence band, and the conduction band. This is the first non-destructive analysis of the
interface using XPS, UPS, IPES, and XES investigating samples with varying buffer layer
thickness. A comprehensive and all-experimental depiction of the electronic level
alignment (Chapter 6) and chemical interactions (Chapter 7) at the interface will be
presented.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In 1954, the commercial solar age began with the realization that Si semiconductors
exhibited photoelectric properties, leading to the development of a Si solar cell with a 6%
energy conversion

1.

Over the next 60 years, continued improvements in device

performance have resulted in crystalline and multi-crystalline single-junction Si
photovoltaics (PV) achieving 25.6% (± 0.5) and 20.8% (± 0.5) efficiencies on a laboratory
scale, respectively 2. During the 1970’s and 1980’s, it was shown that in addition to Si,
thin-film chalcogens demonstrated conversion efficiencies over 10% proving that high
efficiency photovoltaic devices did not need to be Si based, but instead consist of two
semiconductor layers with minimal lattice mismatch, suitable conductivity, and minimal
interfacial energy barriers 3. Overtime, these devices have surpassed the efficiency of
multi-crystalline Si-based devices with CdTe at 21.5% (± 0.4), and Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGSe)
at 22.3% on a laboratory scale, which, however, is still well below their theoretical
maximum efficiency

2,4.

In 1961, William Shockley and Hans J. Queisser formulated an

upper theoretical limit for the conversion efficiency of a single p-n junction solar cell called,
surprisingly, the Shockley-Queisser limit 5. By considering blackbody radiation, radiative
recombination, and spectrum losses, they calculated that a single-junction solar cell (with
a band-gap around 1.1 eV) has a theoretical maximum efficiency of 30% 5. If the device
were to have a tandem structure of multiple cells, the efficiencies can surpass the
Shockley-Queisser limit, with a three-junction tandem cell exhibiting a theoretical
efficiency of 63% with the highest light concentration 6. Improving the efficiency of a
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single-junction solar cell will thus in turn improve more complex photovoltaic-based
technologies.
Not only do CdTe and CIGSe solar cells have room for improvement, but there is
also a large disparity between lab-based cells and industry-manufactured full-scaled
modules. For example, the record CIGSe module, held by MiaSole, is 15.7% (± 0.5), only
about half the theoretical maximum efficiency of a single-junction CIGSe solar cell

2,5.

In

addition to conversion efficiency, the cost of production is very important, as the only way
solar energy will be competitive in the market is if it is affordable. While crystalline and
multi-crystalline Si are high in module efficiency (22.9% and 18.5% respectively), they are
very expensive to manufacture prompting a cheaper option, amorphous Si (a-Si), to
dominate the solar market despite a low module efficiency of 12.3% (± 0.3) 2. In order to
make CIGSe and CdTe more competitive in the solar market, cheaper deposition
methods and higher module efficiency is imperative.
In this dissertation, the impact of novel deposition parameters on both industrymanufactured and lab-based Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2 (CIGSSe) and CIGSe are investigated in
order to offer understanding on their impact to the chemical and electronic properties of
the absorber surface/interfaces and give insight to their effect on the cell efficiency.
Industry samples are from the STION production line while lab-based samples are from
the National Renewable Energy Lab (NREL) in Golden, CO. This chapter, Chapter 1,
gives a brief introduction and motivation for this research as well as an outline for the
organization of the dissertation. Chapter 2 discusses photovoltaics and how they operate
in-depth with relevant background information on thin-film CIGSe photovoltaics. Chapter
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3 discusses the methods used to analyze the surface and interfaces of the CIGSe
samples in order to provide a better understanding of the data analysis.
With K incorporated CIGSe devices being the “hot” topic, chapters four and five
investigate the effects of alkali-treatments on chalcopyrite absorbers. Chapter four
focuses on the chemical and electronic surface properties of NaF and KF treated
CIG(S)Se absorbers with a focus on comparing industry grade absorbers and laboratory
deposited absorbers. XPS is used to analyze changes in chemical states and how NaF
and KF alter the surface. UPS gives insight to how the valence band maximum (VBM)
changes with the alkali-treatments. XES offers a more bulk sensitive chemical view of the
treated absorbers. Different alkali-treatments result in devices with very different
conversion efficiencies.
Chapter 5 focuses on different deposition techniques of KF onto the CIGSe. A KF
post deposition treatment is compared to KF that is co-evaporated while the CIGSe
absorber is grown. Because the samples are rinsed before the buffer layer is deposited,
the unrinsed and rinsed surfaces of these samples are compared to see how an ammonia
treatment alters the surface. XPS studies and XES study the chemical changes between
the samples (both rinsed and unrinsed) while UPS and IPES are used to study electronic
structure differences. The different KF deposition techniques result in different conversion
efficiencies of completed twin samples.
Another “hot” topic for chalcopyrites is the use of more-transparent alternative
buffer layers to CdS. Chapters 6 and 7 investigate the electronic and chemical properties
of Zn(O,S), the new alternative buffer layer that lead to the new CIGSSe world efficiency
record of 22.3%4. XPS and XES are used to look at the chemical interactions at the
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Zn(O,S)/CIGSe interface while XPS, UPS, and IPES are used to probe the electronic
structure of the buffer/absorber interface. These findings are compared to the standard
high efficiency CdS/CIGSe system. The dissertation is then brought to a close with a
summary of the work in Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER TWO
STRUCTURE OF THE CIGSe THIN-FILM SOLAR CELL
The following chapter provides an overview of the traditional p-n junction in solar cells
and the structure and characteristics of CIGSe thin-film photovoltaics. Some of the
deposition information was received from Lorelle Mansfield and Rebekah Garris during
the HOPE (Hands-On Photovoltaics Experience) workshop at NREL while creating a
standard high-efficiency (18.5%) CIGSe device. Their contributions to this work are
gratefully acknowledged.
2.1 – FORMATION OF A TRADITIONAL p-n JUNCTION
Photovoltaic devices convert the sun’s energy into electricity by relying on the
photoelectric effect, which describes the ability of matter to eject electrons when it is
excited by photons. Photons, fundamental particles of light, are absorbed in the
semiconductor material when their energy, hv, is equal to or greater than the energy of
the bandgap, resulting in the creation of electron-hole pairs. If the photon does not have

Towards front-contact

CBM
EF
Eg

VBM
n-type

++ + +

Metal
back-contact

p-type

Figure 2.1: Schematic of the band alignment p-n junction diagram and semiconductor
to metal interface.
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enough energy, it would simply pass through the photovoltaic material as if it were
transparent. In order to prevent the recombination of the electron-hole pairs, a built-in
electric field in the solar cell is imperative. To create this electric field, a p-n junction is
formed by contacting a material with holes as the majority carrier (p-type) to a material
with electrons as the majority carrier (n-type), as seen in Figure 2.1. The p-n junction
displayed in the figure is at equilibrium, represented by a flat EF (Fermi energy) spanning
the materials. EF is the statistical average of occupied and unoccupied states and thus,
for an n-type semiconductor EF lies in the bandgap (Eg) closer to the conduction band
minimum (CBM) while for a p-type semiconductor, EF lies closer to the valence band
maximum (VBM). A depletion region forms at the junction due to space charge buildup
causing band-bending to occur7. An electric field, acting as a diode, separates the p-type
and n-type region, allowing electrons to flow towards the front-contact and the holes to
flow toward the back-contact. Attaching metal conductors to the p-type and n-type
materials (front-contact and back-contact) allows an electrical circuit to form after
attaching a load, thus capturing the electrons (electric current) and providing electricity to
power the load.
2.2 – CIGSe SUBSTRATE AND ABSORBER STRUCTURE
2.2.1 – Substrate and back-contact
The majority of CIGSe solar cells are fabricated to incorporate the same basic structure
represented by the Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) cross-section of the device in
Figure 2.28 The substrate of CIGSe is typically glass, however flexible substrates (eg.
stainless steel, polyimide) rose in popularity due to the production of flexible modules and
the feasibility of roll-to-roll processing9–11. The substrate is coated with a Mo layer,
6

Figure 2.2: SEM cross-section of a typical CIGSe solar cell fabricated at NREL. Ref.
from 8.
typically of a thickness between 0.5 and 1 μm, providing the solar cell structure with a
back-contact. Ideally, an ohmic contact (the unimpeded transfer of electrons from one
material to another) at the Mo/CIGSe interface is formed, contrasting a Schottky barrier,
which exhibits resistive losses. In reality, MoSe2 forms at the Mo/CIGSe interface12–14 and
experimental data suggests that the n-type MoSe2 forms the direct contact to the Mo
metal (instead of CIGSe) causing an upward band bending to occur at that interface
(shown in Figure 2.1) due to a Schottky-like contact15. In turn, the upward band bending
creates an electron back-reflector, reducing recombination at the Mo/CIGSe interface15–
17.
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2.2.2 – CIGSe absorber
A wide variety of deposition techniques is utilized to grow the CIGSe absorber. The most
successful deposition method for research-scale solar cells is the three-stage
coevaporation process18 (an example is depicted in Figure 2.319). The first stage consists
of heating the substrate to the desired temperature and then evaporating In, Ga, and Se
evenly. During the second stage, the Ga and In sources are turned off (or blocked), while
Se and Cu are evaporated. If the second stage is Cu-rich, the grains are large (~1μm);
however, if the second stage is Cu-poor, the grains are very small. During the third stage,
the Cu is turned off while In, Ga, and Se are deposited until the absorber is In-terminated
(the In source is left on for ~20 sec longer than Ga to achieve a slightly In-rich surface).
Due to the low sticking coefficient of Se, the overpressure is required to minimize the
effect of Se partially desorbing from the surface. In contrast, the sticking coefficients for
Cu, In, and Ga are very high, causing the film composition and growth rate to be

Figure 2.3: Flux schematic for an example of the three-stage coevaporation
process. Taken from reference 19.
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determined by the effusion rate and flux distribution of the metal precursors. Relative
Ga:In ratios determine the bandgap of the film, and thus the coevaporation process is
often adjusted accordingly (higher temperatures for larger Ga content) to achieve the
desired bandgap (the bulk bandgap of CuInSe2 is reported to be ~1.1 eV, while the
reported bulk bandgap of CuGaSe2 is ~1.6 eV20). After the deposition process is
completed, the absorber is about 2μm thick.
The three-stage coevaporation process deliberately creates gradients in the
absorber21. If conducted as described above, the final CIGSe surface is Ga poor, while
the Mo/CIGSe interface is Ga-rich and the absorber as a whole is Cu-poor with an even
more Cu-poor surface. The compositional gradients in the absorber result in bandgap
gradients with the widest bandgap at the surface, and the smallest at the back contact
prompting some studies to suggest that the gradient bandgap is due to creating an
ordered defect compound (ODC) Cu(In,Ga)3Se5 on the surface22–26.
Theoretically, the suggested ODC layer creates an n-type surface and coupling
this with the p-type bulk creates a buried p-n junction which helps minimize recombination
at the absorber/buffer interface due to the wider surface bandgap 11,22,24,26. However, “ntype” and “p-type” are strictly bulk properties and cannot be used to describe the surface.
Experimental data also shows that the ODC layer in fact does not exist and the bandgap
gradient is merely due to the Cu-poor surface in contrast to the Cu-rich bulk23,27 revealing
that the popular “buried p-n junction” idea is not accurate and the reduction in
recombination is due to band bending as a result of the band gap gradient in the CIGSe
absorber.
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Another deposition method, favored by many industrial photovoltaic manufacturing
companies due to better scalability and lower production costs, is the two-step processing
deposition28,29. Compositional uniformity and increased throughput make this deposition
method more appealing for large-scale production. The two-step process is essentially
the selenization (and/or sulfurization) of a stacked metal alloy. Evaporation,
electrodeposition, and sputtering are some deposition techniques frequently used for
creating the bi-layer or multi-layer stacked metal alloy22. The metal precursors are often
pre-annealed to facilitate better interdiffusion in the growth of the stacked metal alloy.
Selenization (and/or sulfurization) of the metal alloy occurs in a selenized atmosphere at
high temperatures (400-500 °C) utilizing H2Se or Se vapor, and typically results in
absorbers with large grains and compositional uniformity22.
2.2.3 – Alkali incorporation in CIGSe
The importance of Na incorporation in CIGSe thin-film photovoltaics was realized as early
as 1993 and continues to provide a motivation for fundamental research on the effects of
Na in CIGSe30. Schematics of various Na incorporation methods are presented in Figure
2.4. The most typical integration of Na is the use of a soda-lime glass substrate in the
CIGSe device, allowing for Na diffusion through the Mo back contact into the CIGSe
absorber (Figure 2.4-a). In an effort to control the Na-diffusion, a barrier is often deposited
between the substrate and Mo and a deliberate NaF precursor is grown on the Mo (Figure
2.4-b)31. Other Na deposition methods include co-evaporation during the CIGSe
deposition (Figure 2.4-c) or a post-deposition treatment (PDT) after the CIGSe absorber
is grown (Figure 2.4-d). Various methods of alkali-incorporation in a CIGSe device is
further explored in Chapter 5.
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a) Na diffusion from
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Figure 2.4: Schematics of various Na-treated CIGSe absorbers including a) diffusion
from the soda-lime glass, b) Na barrier and NaF precursor, c) NaF coevaporated with
CIGSe, and d) NaF PDT.
The role of Na is not fully understood and a number of studies speculate that Na
sits at the grain boundaries, inducing defect passivation32–34. Conclusive studies observe
that Na sits primarily at the surface and affects the surface electronic properties of CIGSe
absorber, altering the surface dipole and contributing to the valence band density of states
and thus the buffer/absorber interface

35–39.

With the incorporation of Na proving to be

successful in CIGSe thin-film devices, the role of other alkali metals in CIGSe was studied
as well10,34,40–43. In 2014, EMPA raised the CIGSe-device world record efficiency (with a
flexible polymer substrate) from 18.7% to 20.4% by incorporating a KF post-deposition
treatment (PDT), and only a year later, ZSW increased the (glass-based) device record
to 21.7%10,42. A full understanding of the role of alkali incorporation is still of utmost
importance for further optimization of efficiency and stability, and remains a frequent
subject of study.
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2.3 – BUFFER LAYERS
2.3.1 – CdS
Traditionally, a p-n junction in the CIGSe device forms at the buffer/absorber interface.
Typically, n-type CdS is deposited onto the p-type CIGSe absorber to form the customary
junction and normally leads to high efficiency devices3,8,18,44,45. A chemical bath deposition
(CBD) step deposits the CdS onto the CIGSe absorber46. The absorber is immersed in a
65 °C solution of de-ionized (DI) H2O, NH4OH, CdSO4, and CH4N2S (thiourea). As the
CBD takes place, the immersed sample changes color (due to the index of refraction for
CdS) as a function of the CdS thickness. The sample is then rinsed with DI H2O and dried
with compressed N2. The CdS buffer layer plays two distinct roles in the CIGSe device: it
acts as a protection layer, minimizing damage from the ZnO sputter deposition process
(see Figure 2.2 and section 2.4), and it affects the electrical properties of the interface.
With a reported bulk bandgap of 2.4 eV47 and a thickness of 20 - 50 nm, utilizing CdS as
the buffer allows for transparency and features very good optical transmission. Our group
has experimentally shown interface intermixing between the CdS and CIGSe, with
formation of CdSe and S in a Ga-S and/or In-S enviroment48–50. Optimized high-efficiency
CdS/CIGSe devices exhibit a flat conduction band alignment at the interface 25,51–53 (see
Section 2.3.3), allowing for unimpeded electron transport.
2.3.2 – Zn(O,OH,S)
Despite the success of utilizing CdS in high-efficiency CIGSe devices, the current CIGSe
device world record of 22.3%, held by Solar Frontier K.K., utilizes a Zn-based buffer layer
(their 20.9% record cell utilized Zn(O,OH,S))4,54. Zn(O,OH,S) provides transmittance in
the lower wavelength region of the solar spectrum that CdS does not provide. Thus,
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Figure 2.4: Optical bandgap as a function of O:S ratio in a Zn(O,S) allow. Taken from
57.
Zn(O,OH,S) has potential for larger current collection and conversion efficiency. The
higher transparency is due to the larger optical bandgap of Zn(O,OH,S) in relation to CdS.
Although ZnO and ZnS have reported bulk bandgaps of 3.355 and 3.6 eV56, respectively,
the Zn(O,S) alloy exhibits a bowing effect in the optical bandgap as seen in Figure 2.4 57.
The bowing effect is due to several factors, volume deformation, charge exchange, and
structural relaxation55. Deformation of the volume occurs when replacing the binary
constituents (O and S) lattice constants, which in turn, deforms the band structure. The
chemical-electronegativity contribution due to charge exchange in the alloy is relative to
the ratio of O and S constituents, and the relaxation of the anion-cation bond lengths in
the alloy contribute to the change in the structure. The smallest bandgap of the Zn(O,S)
alloy is ~2.6 eV (when the O/(S+O) ratio is 0.40), which is larger than CdS by 0.2 eV, thus
promising higher transparency over the entire composition range. Like CdS, Zn(O,S) is
13

typically grown utilizing CBD, but the recipe is changed to accommodate the different
chemical properties of the constituents58.
2.3.3 – Electronic band alignments
When a conduction band electron recombines with a valence hole at an interface, electron
transport is impeded, and, in turn, the conversion efficiency of the solar cell is reduced.
Understanding how the valence and conduction bands of the absorber align with the
valence and conduction bands of the buffer layer at the interface is thus crucial in order
to tailor the absorber and buffer layer properties to reduce recombination at the interface.
Figure 2.5 shows schematics of several band alignment possibilities with the conduction
band offset being a) flat, b) a spike, or c) a cliff. For all three scenarios, the left hand side
(red) portrays the surface conduction band minimum (CBM) and surface valence band
maximum (VBM) of a hypothetical solar cell absorber relative to the Fermi energy (E F).
The right hand side (blue) displays the surface VBM and CBM of a corresponding buffer.
The center represents the interfacial band alignment, with the conduction band offset
(CBO) and valence band offset (VBO) indicated by dotted lines. Ovals represent a
correction for interface-induced band bending. The bands of the surface of a material will
always bend (towards or away EF) relative to the bulk of the sample to minimize the
surface free energy. This includes the impact of the surface dipole, as well as long-range
charge redistribution effects. This band bending will typically change when an overlayer
is deposited to form the interface (i.e., essentially replacing the surface dipole with an
interface dipole), unless it is hindered to do so by Fermi level pinning effects. The
correction for interface-induced band bending in the band alignment picture considers
such effects (if present). For a flat CBO configuration, unimpeded transport of the electron
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of several band alignment scenarios, a) flat, b) spike, or c) cliff
configuration for the conduction band offset.

takes place whereas in the spike (b) configuration, an energy barrier inhibits electron
transfer, leading to recombination. For the cliff (c) configuration, the CBO and VBO are
close enough together in energy that the electron will recombine with the valence hole.
High efficiency CdS/CIGSe and Zn(O,OH,S)/CIGSe devices exhibit a flat CBO at the
interface25,52,59,60.
The measurement of an interfacial band alignment, especially the CBO, is no trivial
task due to difficulty in measuring the unoccupied states, and thus, modeling is often
used. Before 1993, it was speculated that the efficiency of CdS/CuInSe2 (CISe) devices
was due to a type II “cliff” interfacial band alignment 61–63, supported by indirect
measurements64,65. However, after an experimental study utilizing synchrotron-radiation
soft x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and assumed band gaps presented a large CBO
spike of 1.08 eV66, subsequent investigations reported spike alignments (0.20 – 0.70 eV)
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in the CBO24,67. These studies also utilized photoelectron spectroscopy to measure the
VBO of the buffer/absorber interface in chalcopyrites and assumed the CBOs based on
reported bulk bandgaps. Since, modeling studies have suggested that buffer/absorber
interfaces are less sensitive towards spikes than cliff arrangements68–71. Our group has
shown through the independent and direct measurements of both the valence band and
conduction band that a characteristic of high efficiency CdS/CIGSe, CdS/CISe,
CdS/Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2, and Zn(O,S)/CIGSe is the presence of a flat conduction band
alignment at the buffer/absorber interface25,51,52,60. In contrast, a cliff-like CBO was
measured for the less-efficient CdS/Cu(In,Ga)S259.

2.4 – WINDOW LAYERS

Figure 2.6: Example of a CIGSe minimodule deposited onto a flexible substrate from
EMPA. Ref. from 76.
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The window layer for the CdS/CIGSe device is generally a bilayer of transparent
conductive oxides (TCO), most often intrinsic i-ZnO (resistive) and Al:ZnO (conductive)72–
75.

The bilayer serves multiple roles, including the filling of pinholes to stop shunting,

permitting internal reflection of photons of longer wavelengths, and acting as the front
electrode74,75. After the TCO deposition, Al, Ni, and a grid stencil are used to create the
front-contact. The Ni offers adhesion while the Al is conductive. The design of the metal
contact changes depending on the TCO and expected heat resistance to allow the best
current. After the devices are tested for quality control, an anti-reflective coating is
deposited. Figure 2.6 reveals a top view of a completed CIGSe minimodule on a flexible
substrate from EMPA76.
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CHAPTER THREE
SPECTROSCOPY TECHNIQUES

Chapter three presents an overview of both lab-based (XPS, XAES, UPS, IPES) and
synchrotron-based (XES) spectroscopy techniques that are utilized for the work published
in this dissertation. Stefan Hüfner’s Photoelectron Spectroscopy77 and Briggs and Seah’s
Practical Surface Analysis78 offer a more in-depth explanation of the photoelectron-based
techniques and serve as the basis for the information presented in this chapter. Included
in this chapter is also a brief description of the experimental set up at the Advanced Light
Source (ALS), as well as sample preparation for the spectroscopy techniques listed
above.
3.1 – INTRODUCTION
Photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) is a powerful technique, probing the chemical and
electronic structure of surfaces and interfaces. The principle of this technique is based on
the photoelectric effect: photons incident on the surface of a sample cause photoelectrons
to eject, providing information on the elemental composition. While Heinrich Hertz
originally discovered the photoelectric effect in 1887, Albert Einstein elucidated the theory
in1905 eventually winning him the Nobel Prize in 1921.
Fermi’s golden rule provides the most widely used theoretical description of the
photoelectron spectrum79:
𝑊𝑖→𝑓 ∝

2𝜋
ħ

2

⟨< 𝑓|𝑂̂|𝑖 >⟩ 𝛿(𝐸𝐹 − 𝐸𝑖 − ℎ𝑣) .

(3.1)

Fermi’s golden rule provides the probability of a transition from a particular initial state to
a particular final state via an operator that describes the electromagnetic field. The matrix
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element is composed of the wavefunction of the final state (<f|), the perturbation operator
describing the photon (𝑂̂), and the wavefunction of the initial state (<i|).The delta function
ensures energy conservation. The concept and proper choice of initial and final stated is
very important in terms of understanding the underlying principles of photoelectron
spectroscopy in general. For example, in x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), the
initial state is the N-electron state corresponding to the ground state, while the allowable
final states each describe an N-electron configuration after the photon excitation. For
example, the simplest final state is a state in which one electron is emitted after absorbing
all of the energy of the photon, while the remaining N-1 electron system is unaffected. In
a simplified one-electron model, this can be described as an electron in the core-level
state (initial state) that is ejected into vacuum, leaving behind a core hole (final state).
Thus, following Fermi’s golden rule, the photoelectron spectrum is essentially dictated by
the probability of an electron in the core-level being excited into the vacuum, and the
resulting spectrum is a sum over all possible final states, weighted by the transition
probability (which is zero if energy conservation is not obeyed).
3.2 – LAB-BASED SPECTROSCOPIES
3.2.1 – X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)
XPS is a process in which photons (in the soft x-ray regime) excite electrons from the
core levels into the vacuum. Their kinetic energy (KE) can be measured, offering chemical
state information, predominantly of the sample surface due to the short inelastic mean
free paths (IMFP) of the emitted photoelectrons78. A schematic of the XPS process is
displayed in Figure 3.1. The transition causes the system to be in a core-ionized state,
and energy conservation dictates that
19

hv = KE + |BE|

(3.2)

with BE representing the binding energy and KE includes the work function, Φsample, of
the sample. The energies are relative to the Fermi energy (EF), achieved by grounding
the sample to the detector and calibrating the energy axis following ISO standards
proposed by Seah80. XPS is powerful in terms of determining chemical environments due
to the BE of the photoelectrons serving as a “fingerprint” of the photoelectron in question.
Shifts in the BE also gives information on bonding environments, oxidation states, and
adsorbate presence, as well as final state effects, such as (variations in) screening of the

Figure 3.1: Schematic of a) X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and b) X-ray
Auger electron spectroscopy (XAES) transitions.
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hole(s) left behind in the final state. XPS spectra are usually plotted as intensity (count
rate) vs. BE, since the KE of the photoelectron is dependent on the excitation energy.
3.2.2 – X-ray-excited Auger Electron Spectroscopy (XAES)
X-ray Auger electron spectroscopy (XAES) is a secondary radiationless process that
takes place after a core-level is ionized. Figure 3.1 presents a schematic of this process.
For example, an electron in the K shell (1s core level) is ionized, leaving behind a hole
allowing an electron from an outer level, L2 (2p1/2), to relax into the hole. The energy
gained can now be used to emit a characteristic photon (X-ray fluorescence) or to emit
another electron in the same shell or a more shallow level (for example L3 (2p3/2)), leading
to Auger electron emission. The resulting notation takes into account the shells involved
in the Auger process (e.g., O KL2L3 or O KL3L2). XAES is element-specific due to the
localization of the core level wavefunction initially involved and, like XPS, sensitive to
bonding environments, oxidation states, the presence of adsorbates, and final state
effects (in this case involving two core or valence holes). XAES spectra are plotted as
intensity (count rate) vs. KE, since the KE of the Auger emission is independent of the
excitation source.
3.2.3 – Ultra-violet Photoelectron Spectroscopy (UPS)
The dispersive nature of the valence band (VB) requires a suitable excitation energy to
maximize the spectral contribution of the orbital-specific derived bands. The ionization
cross-section is largest when the excitation energy is similar to the orbital energy and
thus, while XPS can be used to probe the valence band, ultra-violet photoelectron
spectroscopy (UPS) would provide more information on this region due to the high flux of
photons and narrow line-width of the radiation78. He I (21.22 eV) and He
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of a) ultra-violet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS), and b)
inverse photoemission spectroscopy (IPES).
II (40.8 eV) are the most commonly used irradiation sources, however other noble gases
like Neon are used as well. By using a UV source (i.e., He discharge lamp), a valence
electron is excited out of the system and detected by the analyzer, as seen in Figure 3.2
(a). Following Fermi’s golden rule, the spectrum is dictated by the transition probability of
the valence band electron being excited to a one-electron final state at or above the
vacuum level. The UPS spectra are plotted as intensity (count rate) vs. BE (relative to
EF), with the onset of the spectra describing the maximum energy in the VB. UPS spectra
are calibrated using the EF of clean Au foil.
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3.2.4 – Inverse Photoemission Spectroscopy (IPES)
Inverse photoemission spectroscopy (IPES) is complimentary to XPS and UPS, yielding
information on the unoccupied density of states above the EF. A schematic of the process
is shown in Figure 3.2 (b). A low energy electron beam hits the surface of the sample with
energy Ei, allowing electrons to relax into unoccupied final states with energy Ef in the
conduction band (i.e., above EF for a semiconductor). This electron relaxation emits a
photon with an energy of Ei-Ef, which is, in our case, detected with a Geiger-Müller
detector. The detector combines a SrF2 window and an Ar:I2 gas filling, creating a
bandpass filter at ~9.5 eV by combining the absorption onset of SrF2 with the molecular
photoionization energy of Iodine81:
ℎ𝑣 + 𝐼2 → 𝐼2+ + 𝑒 − .

(3.3)

By keeping the detection energy of the photon constant and changing the incoming
electron energy range (8-16 eV), it is possible to measure the intensity distribution of the
photons as a function of the final state energy (alternatively, it is possible to vary the
detected photon energy by using a monochromator-based detection system instead of
the band pass filter). The intensity distribution reflects the availability of empty electronic
states above the Fermi level. Similar to UPS, the IPES spectra are plotted as intensity
(count rate) vs. BE (relative to EF), with the onset of the spectra representing the minimum
energy in the conduction band (CB). The spectra are calibrated using the E F of a clean
Au foil.
3.2.5 – Combining UPS and IPES
Because UPS probes the VB and IPES probes the CB, the valence band maximum (VBM)
and conduction band minimum (CBM) can be determined. This forms the basis of band
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offset evaluations, and can also result in experimentally derived electronic surface
bandgaps. In our group, a linear extrapolation is used to determine the VBM and CBM,
which has proven in the past to be effective in taking experimental broadening, final state
screening,

inelastic

losses,

and

dispersion

of

bands

in

k-space

into

account15,23,25,51,53,59,60,82–86. Experimental broadening is, of course, present in both UPS
and IPES, and thus the linear extrapolation needs to account for a broadening-induced
tail. The tail depends on resolution and is a bigger issue for IPES spectra due to a poorer
resolution (~0.4 eV compared to ~0.2 eV for UPS). Inelastic losses and final state
screening can reduce the KE of the emitted electron, increasing the spectral intensity
below the “true” VBM (and above the “true” CBM). In k-space, the energy of the bands
depends on the crystal momentum of the electron, and hence the “true”, k-resolved VBM
and CBM will be an upper (lower) bound of the distribution of the corresponding band,
best described by a linear extrapolation.
3.2.6 – Surface Sensitivity
For XPS, UPS, XAES, and IPES, it is not the method of excitation that determines the
surface sensitivity of the measurements, but rather the inelastic mean free path (IMFP)
of the emitted (or incident) electrons. The longer the path of the electrons in the sample,
the more likely they will inelastically scatter, and the IMFP is furthermore dependent on
the kinetic energy of the electron and the sample composition (matrix). Inelastic scattering
originates from many mechanisms, including electron-electron interactions, electronphoton interactions, electron-composition impurity interactions, etc87. After the inelastic
scattering process occurs, the scattered electrons might still reach the detector, but they
do

not

contribute

to

the

intensity

at
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Figure 3.3: The “Universal Curve” (line that averages the experimental data points)
presents the relationship of the inelastic mean free path of electrons as a function of
their kinetic energy relative to the vacuum level. Adapted from reference 88.

the transition described by Fermi’s golden rule. Instead, they contribute to the background
of the spectrum78. This also holds true for IPES, where the primary detection of photons
will come from electrons that have not lost energy prior to the radiation, while the
background arises from photons emitted from electrons that are inelastically scattered 87.
Thus, the surface sensitivity of XPS, UPS, XAES, and IPES greatly depends on the IMFPs
of the electrons emitted from (relaxing into) the system. Figure 3.3 presents the “universal
curve” which shows the relationship between IMFP (λ) and the KE of the
photoelectron88,89. The IMFP of an electron is at a minimum around a KE of 20-30 eV and
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increases with a linear trend approximately √𝐾𝐸. The probability an electron travelling a
distance, d, through the solid without undergoing scattering:
−𝑑

𝑃(𝑑) = 𝑒 𝜆

(3.3)

Thus, it is an exponentially surface-weighted signal.
3.2.7 – Peak Fitting
In XPS, characteristic peaks of different orbitals can overlap (for example, Ga 3d at 20
eV and In 4d at 18 eV), often convoluting the information that could be derived from said
peaks. Sophisticated software programs like FITYK90 allow the user to fit a spectrum
using various functions and create a model or fit (with a particular set of parameters) that
is in close agreement with the data. However, shake off or shake up satellite peaks,
multiplet splitting, etc., can cause features to appear in the spectrum that complicate fitting
the background and the “true” contributions to the peak intensity of the specific element’s
subshell.
Two popular methods to fit the background in an XPS spectrum include the
simultaneous subtraction of a linear background (generally best for semiconductors) or,
for metals, the prior removal of a Shirley background91,92 (possibly combined with the
subtraction of an additional linear background/correction function as a simultaneous
contribution during the fit). To describe the peak(s) in an XPS spectrum, symmetric Voigt
functions are most appropriate for semiconductors (all fits performed in this dissertation
use symmetric Voigt functions), as the function replicates contributions from both
Gaussian and Lorentzian broadening. The Gaussian broadening, to first approximation,
is intended to describe the experimental broadening, while the Lorentzian portion
describes lifetime broadening of the core-hole. Metal XPS peaks are generally best
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described by asymmetric line shapes, either an asymmetric Voigt or a Doniach-Ŝunjić line
profile93. Among other parameters, fitting the peak requires taking spin-orbit splitting and
appropriately coupled values for Gaussian and Lorentzian line width contributions into
account. The resulting residual (i.e., the difference between experimental data and fit)
offers a function of merit for the fit.
3.3 – SAMPLE PREPARATION AND MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS
Ultra-high vacuum (UHV) is required to detect the electrons (photons for IPES) emitted
from (or directed at) the sample to minimize collisions with gas particles between the
sample and detector. In our group, samples are stored and prepared for measurement in
an inert atmosphere environment (N2) glovebox to minimize the amount of surface
adsorbates. Once a sample is mounted onto a sample holder and electrically connected,
it is introduced into the UHV system through a load-lock without any air exposure. XPS
measurements are taken using Mg Kα (1253.6 eV; 1s → 2p transition) and Al Kα (1486.6
eV; 1s → 2p transition) radiation, and He I (21.22 eV; 1s2 → 1s2p transition) and He II
(40.81 eV; 1s → 2p transition) irradiation are used for the UPS measurements. For this
dissertation , XPS and UPS measurements were taken with a SPECS PHOIBOS 150
MCD electron analyzer (fixed analyzer transmission mode), calibrated using core-level
and Auger peaks of clean Ag, Cu, and Au foils (for XPS) 78, and the EF of the Au foil (for
UPS and IPES). A commercial low-energy electron gun (Staib) and a custom-built Dosetype detector with a SrF2 window and Ar:I2 filling81 were used for IPES experiments. The
base pressure in the chamber was better than 5×10-10 mbar.
Because XPS and UPS are very surface sensitive, special care (the collaborators
are asked to do the same) was taken to avoid any air exposure. Since the purpose of
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Figure 3.4: Mg Kα survey spectra of the Cu(In0.7,Ga0.3)Se2 absorber as a function of
treatment time during a low-energy ion cleaning series. Spectra in the blue box are
shown on an enlarged energy axis in Fig. 3.5.
XPS, UPS, and IPES is to derive the surface electronic and chemical structure of the
relevant surface/interface, surface adsorbates not only attenuate the pertinent peaks of
the sample, but can also cause surface oxidation rendering the surface “not relevant”. To
reduce the amount of surface adsorbates, samples were treated with a low-energy (50
eV) Ar+ ion treatment at a low incidence angle, which has shown to be very effective in
removing adsorbate (C and O) contaminants from CdS, ZnO, and chalcopyrite surfaces
without creating metallic phases25,83. An example illustrating ion treatments reducing
surface adsorbates is shown in Figure 3.4 and 3.5. XPS measurements show surface
contamination of C and O adsorbates on the bare CIGSe absorber, most notable by
analyzing the C KVV, O 1s, and O KLL peaks (note the Ga LMM peaks overlap with the
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Figures 3.5: XPS spectra of the low binding energy region before and after two lowenergy ion treatment steps.
C 1s). The pertinent CIGSe photoemission and Auger lines (Cu, In, Ga, Se), as well as
the Na lines are labeled, in addition to the adsorbate peaks associated with C and O. Two
subsequent surface cleaning steps (of 60 minutes each) were taken in order to remove
or reduce these adsorbate peaks. Due to the surface sensitivity of PES measurements,
the C and O peaks are particularly pronounced since these atoms are located on the
external surface. Consequently, all low-kinetic energy peaks (e.g., Ga 2p, Cu 2p, In MNN)
are suppressed in intensity. Comparing the survey spectra taken after each ion treatment,
the signal intensity of the CIGSe peaks are less attenuated, especially those at the higher
BE region (lower KE), as the adsorbate peaks decrease. The Na 1s and Na KLL peaks
also decrease with each treatment. Detailed spectra offer a better view of peak shifts with
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the ion treatments. The band gap offset is determined by looking at relative core level
peak shifts for the different layers. An adsorbate layer on the surface can cause the core
level peaks to shift and hence found at peak position not representative of the “true”
surface, but of the adsorbate contributions to the surface. For the untreated sample, the
valence and the conduction band are dominated by the adsorbate contribution and thus
shows a larger band gap, as seen in the UPS and IPES spectra in Figure 3.6. However,
with each ion treatment, the Cu 3d-derived peak at ~ 3eV becomes more pronounced
and the valence band and conduction band exhibit reduced values which are closer to
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Figure 3.6: UPS and IPES spectra, showing the band edge positions (VBM and CBM)
as well as the electronic surface band gap of the CIGSe absorber as a function of
treatment time.
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previously reported values25,51,52,59,60,84,86. Note that the error bars of the techniques are
not “statistically derived”. They describe a range of probabilities.

3.4 – SYNCHROTRON-BASED SOFT X-RAY SPECTROSCOPY
3.4.1 – X-ray Emission Spectroscopy (XES)

Figure 3.7: Schematic of x-ray emission spectroscopy transitions. The “zero” step of
the process is colored gray while the XES process is in red.
X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) is a photon in – photon out spectroscopy technique
in which a core-hole is filled by an electron from the valence band (as a “0th step”, a photon
has previously excited a core electron and removed it from the system). The XES
transition emits a photon with an energy given by the energy difference between the levels
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involved in the transition. A schematic of the XES process is shown in Figure 3.7. The “0th
step” of the process is shown in gray, while red represents the XES process. Possible
presence of core-exciton states can be distinct and discernable in a spectrum and often
appear as additional states near the VBM (XES) or CBM (x-ray absorbance
spectroscopy)94. As a result, the core-exciton obscures the true VBM (CBM) and resulting
bandgap approximations should be taken as a minimum value 23. The XES process is
governed by the dipole selection rule (Δl = ± 1), resulting in a spectrum where only suitable
valence states will be observed. XES thus represents a measurement of the partial
occupied density of states near the probed atom (i.e., the near the original core hole).
This is in contrast to XPS and XAES, which measure the total occupied density of states.
Similar to PES, the intensity of the emitted photons in the XES process also follows

Figure 3.8: The fluorescence and Auger yields for the K subshell as a function of
Atomic number Ref. from 96, 97.
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Fermi’s Golden rule (see equation 3.1). While the surface sensitivity of PES is governed
by the IMFP of the emitted electrons, XES is governed by the attenuation lengths of the
involved photons95. Depending on the excitation energy for a XES measurement, the
near-bulk to bulk region is probed, in contrast to the surface-sensitive measurements of
PES. The x-ray emission process is in competition with the Auger emission process.
Figure 3.8 displays the fluorescence and Auger yields for the K subshell as a function of
atomic number96,97. The Auger emission dominates for low atomic numbers, causing the
probability of radiative decay in the soft x-ray regime to be very low96,98. Only for higher
atomic numbers does the fluorescence become comparable (and, eventually, dominant)
to the Auger yield. At these atomic numbers, the emitted fluorescence photon will have
energies in the hard x-ray regime and offer substantially reduced chemical information.
To nevertheless also gain insights in the chemical bonding and occupied valence
states with soft x-ray XES, it is possible to overcome the “yield challenge” by utilizing a
high flux, tunable excitation source and a high-efficiency spectrometer (as will be
described in the following section). This allows for measurement times comparable to labbased techniques like XPS and XAES.
3.4.2 – Beamline Description
XES experiments were performed on Beamline 8.0.1.1 at the Advanced Light Source
(ALS), Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. Figure 3.9 offers a look at the set-up of
Beamline 8.0.199. The synchrotron radiation is produced by a 5-cm period undulator (and
used in the first, third, or fifth harmonic). The beamline allows an energy range of 80-1250
eV and a photon flux between 1011 and 6x1015 photons per second, depending on the
resolution and energy99. Apertures and focusing mirrors shape and direct the beam
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Figure 3.9: Schematic of Beamline 8.0.1 at the Advanced Light Source (ALS). Taken
from ref. 99
through the entrance slit, monochromator spherical grating, and exit slit. The beam can
be directed to either the permanently installed Soft X-ray Fluorescence (SXF)
endstation100 or the custom-built Solid and Liquid Spectroscopic Analysis (SALSA)
endstation101. SALSA utilizes a high-efficiency variable line spacing (VLS) spectrometer,
which has a spectral resolving power of E/ΔE > 1200 over the energy range 120 to 650
eV. The SXF spectrometer is based on the Rowland Circle concept and has a spectral
resolving power E/ΔE between 400 and 1900102. XES data in this dissertation were taken
on either the SALSA or SXF endstation, which will be noted in the experimental section
of each chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR
CHEMICAL AND ELECTRONIC SURFACE PROPERTIES OF ALKALI-TREATED
CIG(S)Se ABSORBERS: COMPARISON OF INDUSTRY AND NATIONAL LAB THINFILM CHALCOPYRITE ABSORBERS
4.1 – INTRODUCTION
In November 2014, a new world record efficiency for CIGSe thin-film photovoltaics with a
flexible substrate was set by EMPA, raising the efficiency from 18.7% to 20.4%10. At this
time, NREL held the world record, 20%, for CIGSe deposited on a soda-lime glass
substrate, and today’s chalcopyrite world record is 22.3 %, achieved with Zn-based buffer
layer, CIGSSe absorber, and a soda lime glass substrate by Solar Frontier4,54,103). The
reason for the large jump in conversion efficiency was attributed to alkali-post deposition
treatments (PDT) which arguably, changed interfacial properties between CIGSe and
CdS along with mitigating optical losses in the CdS buffer layer10. With this new record,
KF treatments became the new “hot topic” in the chalcopyrite industry and only a year
after the 20.4% record was set, ZSW achieved a new world record of 21.7%104 (on a soda
lime glass substrate). While the importance of Na incorporation into the CIGSe absorber
is well known and established35–38, research into the effect of KF have only emerged in
the past few years.
A common finding with the KF-PDT is the depletion of Cu on the surface of the
CIGSe, which in turn affects the surface electronic structure; however, this has only been
reported for CIGSe deposited using the three-stage coevaporation process commonly
used to create laboratory-scale research devices

10,34,43.

Industrial companies, on the

other hand, often incorporate S into the chalcopyrite absorber and do not use the three35

stage coevaporation process, instead opting for cheaper and streamlined deposition
processes on both rigid and flexible substrates 105–107. Because there is a need to bridge
the gap between laboratory scale and industrial module efficiencies, more research is
required in order to understand the role of KF in industry made chalcopyrites and its
comparison to laboratory scale results.
Thus, to gain insight on the effects of KF PDTs on industry deposited CIGSSe and
compare them to laboratory scale CIGSe, we employ XPS and UPS (at UNLV), as well
as XES (at the ALS) to investigate the chemical and electronic properties of the absorbers
surface.
4.2 – EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Two alkali-PDT CIG(S)Se sample series were deposited, one at NREL and one at STION
utilizing two different absorber deposition techniques. The NREL PDIL (process
development and integration laboratory) CIGSe absorbers were deposited using the
standard three-stage process (Ga/(Ga+In) = 0.3) on a Mo-sputtered soda lime glass
substrate

18.

The deposition of the STION CIGSSe absorbers utilized a proprietary 2-

stage sputter process. The first step involves physical vapor deposition of Cu, In, and Ga
while the second step involves the sulfurization and selenization of the metals to create
the CIGSSe semiconductor. Note that the STION absorbers contain S while the NREL
PDIL absorbers do not. The alkali (Na and K) post-deposition treatments were performed
at NREL for both the STION and NREL PDIL absorbers resulting in two sample sets of a
bare absorber, NaF-PDT absorber and two KF-PDT absorbers. All samples, excluding
the bare absorbers, were rinsed (100 ml H2O + 12.5 mL 28% NH4OH reagent) for four
minutes at 65 C. The samples each gave different device efficiencies with the NREL NaF36

treated absorber having the highest efficiency (18.2%) and one of the NREL PDIL KFtreated absorbers having the least (2.8%). The absorbers identification is presented as
following: STION CIGSSe absorbers: “Bare-14.6%”, “NaF-14.6%”, “KF-4.5%”, and “KF11%”. NREL CIGSe absorbers: “Bare-17.9%”, “NaF-18.2%”, KF-2.8%”, and “KF-16.7%”.
The numbers correspond to the efficiency of that particular sample.
The samples were briefly air-exposed, packed and vacuum-sealed under dry
nitrogen before being sent to UNLV. The samples were unsealed in an inert environment,
mounted, and introduced to the UHV system. XPS, UPS (UNLV), and XES (ALS) were
utilized to investigate the chemical and electronic structure of both the STION and NREL
sample sets. Mg Kα and Al Kα irradiation and a SPECS PHOIBOS 150 MCD electron
analyzer were employed for XPS measurements and He II for the UPS measurements.
The spectra were calibrated using Auger and core-level peaks of clean Cu, Ag, and Au
foils (XPS) 80 and the Fermi energy of a clean Au foil (UPS).
X-ray emission spectroscopy was conducted at beamline 8.0.1 in the ALS utilizing
a high-transmission variable-line grating spectrometer (VLS) on the SALSA endstation101
for the S L2,3 edge. The K L2,3 and F Kα were taken on the soft x-ray fluorescence (SXF)
endstation100 installed on beamline 8.0.1 and calibrated according to the appropriate
references (CdS108 for the S L2,3 and KF for K L2,3 and F Kα).
All peaks were analyzed by fitting the different spectral intensities with Voigt
functions (with coupled Lorentzian and Gaussian widths) and a linear background using
the Fityk peak-fitting program90. The valence band maximum (VBM) was determined by
linear extrapolation of the leading edge in the valence band (UPS) spectra 109. The base
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pressure in the UNLV analysis chamber, VLS analysis chamber, and SXF chamber were
<5×10-10 mbar, <1×10-9 mbar, and <1×10-9 mbar, respectively.
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Figure 4.1: XPS survey spectra normalized to the In 5/2 peak area of the NREL and
STION bare absorbers (black), both NaF-treated absorbers (red), both low efficiency
KF-treated absorbers (blue), and both high efficiency KF-treated absorbers (pink).

The XPS survey spectra of the CIG(S)Se absorbers normalized to the In 3d5/2 peak area
(to look at respective Cu:In, Ga:In, and Se:In ratios) are presented in Figure 4.1. All the
pertinent CIG(S)Se peaks are present and labeled (i.e. Cu, Ga, Se, In, S) along with
peaks associated with Na and surface adsorbates (C and O). The STION annealed
absorber has an unusually high O 1s and O KLL peaks in comparison to the much smaller
O signal seen for all other samples while the C 1s and C KVV peaks are similar among
all the samples. Substantial Na 1s and Na KLL peaks are present for both the STION and
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NREL bare absorber and small Na peaks are seen for the NREL NaF rinsed sample. The
Na peaks for the other samples are either not present or too small to view at the scale of
the survey spectra. They will be discussed in more detail later. Because the survey
spectra are normalized to the In 3d5/2 area, changes in the Cu:In ratio are clearly seen
between the rinsed samples with the low efficiency KF-rinsed samples have the largest
Cu intensities, indicating a more Cu-rich surface. The Ga signal is very weak for all the
STION absorbers, suggesting a more Ga-poor surface in comparison to the NREL
absorbers. The STION bare absorber has an additional peak at 193 eV, which is most
likely B 1s (which will be discussed in detail). While analyzing survey spectra allows for
an overview of what is occurring on the sample surfaces, detailed regions of the various
core-level and Auger peaks allow for a more in depth analysis of the surfaces.
Thus, in order to gain insight on the Cu:In ratio changes between the samples, the
Cu 2p3/2 peak in Figure 4.2 (left) is normalized to the In 3d5/2 area. Both low-efficiency KF
samples have the most Cu-rich surface in the sample series, with the amount of Cu being
comparable between the two samples. In general, the STION absorbers exhibit a more
Cu-rich surface relative to the NREL absorbers. It is well known in the CIGSe community
that a Cu-poor surface for the CIGSe absorbers helps lead to higher efficiency
devices21,24,110. Note also that while the Cu:In ratio decreases with alkali-treatment (KF2.8% is the exception) for the NREL absorbers, the opposite is seen for the STION
absorbers. In fact, the Cu:In ratio is almost doubled for the KF-11% absorber, suggesting
that although both set of absorbers received the same KF-PDT, the industry absorbers
do not have the same Cu depletion at the surface that has been published for researchbased laboratory scaled absorbers10,34,43. In Figure 4.2 (right), the Cu 2p peaks are
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Figure 4.2: XPS detailed spectra of the Cu 2p3/2 peak normalized to the In5/2 peak area
(left) and to Cu 2p3/2 peak height (right) of the NREL and STION bare absorbers (black),
NaF-treated absorbers (red), and low and high efficiency KF-treated absorbers (blue,
pink).
normalized to the main peak height in order to look at shape changes between the
spectra. The component seen at ~957 eV is indicative of Cu-O bonds and it is present in
all the samples except the low-efficiency KF-treated absorbers. The Cu 2p peaks of all
the rinsed samples shift towards lower binding energies relative to the bare absorber of
the respective sets.
The Ga intensity relative to In is investigated in Figure 4.3, left, while the shape
changes of the peak are seen on the right. In general, the STION absorbers exhibit a
more Ga-poor surface relative to the NREL absorbers. Both high-efficiency KF absorbers
exhibit the lowest Ga:In ratio indicating the surface of these absorbers are more Ga-poor
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Figure 4.3: XPS detailed spectra of the Ga 2p3/2 peak normalized to the In5/2 peak area
(left) and to Ga 2p3/2 peak height (right) of the NREL and STION bare absorbers
(black), NaF-treated absorbers (red), and low and high efficiency KF-treated absorbers
(blue, pink).
than the respective samples in their set. The NREL bare absorber Ga 2p 3/2 peak is
asymmetrical suggesting the presence of multiple Ga species. All the rinsed samples
shift ~0.6 eV towards lower binding energies relative to their respective bare absorbers.
This could signal a change in chemical environment (removal/reduction of Ga-O) and/or
band bending at the surface.
To confirm that Ga-O species are present, the Ga LMM peak needs to be analyzed,
as seen in Figure 4.4 (left). A third component, indicative of a Ga-O species, is visible for
the NREL bare absorber at ~1063 eV (kinetic energy). It is more difficult to assess if this
peak is found on the STION bare absorber due to the additional peak, not associated with
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Ga LMM, at ~1060 eV. By rinsing the absorbers with an alkali-treatment, the Ga-O
contaminant species was removed and/or reduced. A small shoulder is visible for both
NaF absorbers indicating that the rinse did not completely remove the Ga-O species while
for all the KF species, the shoulder is not detected. Further analyzing the STION bare
absorber shows that the large peak at ~1060 eV is not actually part of the Ga LMM profile
and this is proven by switching excitation sources and measuring the same region.
In the top of Figure 4.4 (right), the NREL bare absorber Se LMM Auger region
taken with Al Kα is shown in blue and underneath, in black, is the same region taken Al
Kα of the STION bare absorber. The energy axis of this graph is now in binding energy
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Figure 4.4: XPS detailed spectra of the Ga LMM Auger peak normalized to the In 3d5/2
peak area (left) and to Ga LMM peak height (right) of the NREL and STION bare
absorbers (black), NaF-treated absorbers (red), and low and high efficiency KF-treated
absorbers (blue, pink).
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(whereas the left graph is kinetic energy). With different excitation energies, the binding
energy of the Auger peak will change (the kinetic energy, however, will not). Thus, the
red spectrum is the same region but taken with Mg Kα excitation. This is why the Se LMM
appears in the Al Kα spectrum (but not the Ga LMM) and the Ga LMM appears in the Mg
Kα spectrum (but not the Al Kα spectrum) in this region. Using the dotted line as a guide
for the eye, there appears to be a component in the black spectrum (Al Kα) that is in the
same position as the peak in the red spectrum below. However, to make sure that this
component was not a part of the Se LMM profile, the Se LMM of the NREL bare CIGSe
absorber is featured above (blue) and it is clear that this component is not part of the Se
LMM. Thus, it is not part of the Ga LMM as well. This peak at 193 eV (1060 eV kinetic
energy) is attributed to B 1s, corroborated by literature

111,112

and suggests a B

contamination in the production line of the STION bare absorber. Note, this peak is not
found in the XPS spectra of the other samples.
In order to take a closer look at the surface Ga/(Ga+In) ratio, fits of the Ga 3d/In
4d region were created and are presented in Figure 4.5 (NREL) and Figure 4.6 (STION).
All the peaks were fit with a linear background, Voigt functions and couple Gaussian and
Lorentzian contributions. The spin-orbit splitting and the spacing between the In 4d5/2 and
In 4d3/2 and in between the Ga 3d5/2 and Ga 3d3/2 were fixed (0.86 eV for In and 0.46 eV
for Ga) according to literature113–115. The resulting residual of the fit is shown below each
region in purple (note the magnification factors). These shallow core levels already
possess some band character, and thus the quality of the fit is very surprisingly high for
the NREL absorbers, especially given all the above-mentioned boundary conditions
included in the fit. It is apparent that the surface Ga/(Ga+In) ratio changes with the alkali-
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Figure 4.5: XPS detailed spectra of the Ga 3d / In 4d region of the NREL bare absorber
(top left), NaF-treated absorber (top right), and low and high efficiency KF-treated
absorbers (bottom left and right).
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Figure 4.6: XPS detailed spectra of the Ga 3d / In 4d region of the STION bare absorber
(top left), NaF-treated absorber (top right), and low and high efficiency KF-treated
absorbers (bottom left and right).
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treatments for the NREL absorbers. The NREL bare absorber has a Ga/(Ga+In) of 0.41
± 0.10 eV. Visually, it is apparent there is more Ga at the surface due to the shoulder at
~20 eV being larger than the shoulder seen for the other NREL absorbers. The high
efficiency KF-treated NREL absorber has the lowest Ga/(Ga+In), 0.26 ± 0.10 eV, and the
low efficiency KF-treated NREL absorber has the largest Ga/(Ga+In) ratio (among the
rinsed absorbers), 0.36 ± 0.10 eV. The Ga/(Ga+In) of the NaF-treated NREL absorber is
0.31 ± 0.10 eV. There is less of a change in the Ga/(Ga+In) for the STION absorbers, as
seen in Figure 4.6. The fits themselves are also of a lower quality as seen in the residual
(note the magnification factors) due to the very small Ga content on the surface. The
addition of more components with the fixed boundary conditions did not further enhance
the residual. The STION bare absorber has a surface Ga/(Ga+In) ratio of 0.11 ± 0.10 eV
and the ratio for the treated STION absorbers do not really deviate from the bare absorber
ratio. Both the NaF and high efficiency KF-treated STION absorbers have a Ga/(Ga+In)
of 0.09 ± 0.10 eV and the low efficiency KF-treated absorber has a Ga/(Ga+In) of 0.06 ±
0.10 eV. While there is a larger difference in the Ga/(Ga+In) ratios of the treated NREL
absorbers in comparison to the untreated absorber, the Ga/(Ga+In) ratios for the STION
absorbers are essentially the same.
The Se 3d peak normalized to the In 3d5/2 peak area is shown in Figure 4.7, right,
while the Se 3s and S 2s are shown on the left. The STION absorbers exhibit a more Sepoor surface relative to the NREL absorbers. Both the STION and NREL low efficiency
KF-treated absorbers have the highest Se:In ratio, i.e. the surface is more Se-rich. There
is a small component at ~ 59 eV present for the STION absorbers but not for the NREL
absorbers. This component is indicative of SeOx being present on the STION absorber
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surfaces. Both NaF and high efficiency KF-treated absorbers shift toward lower binding
energy while both low efficiency KF-treated samples shift towards higher binding
energies. On the right of the figure, the Se 3s and S 2s peaks are normalized to the Se
3s of the respective sample sets. This normalization allows variations in the S:Se ratio in
the STION samples (no S is expected in the NREL absorbers) to be seen along with shifts
in the peaks. The peak shifts seen for the Se 3s follow the same pattern as discussed
above for the Se 3d. The S:Se ratio for the STION absorbers clearly change as a function
of alkali-treatment. The lowest S:Se ratio is seen for the low efficiency KF-treated sample
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Figure 4.7: XPS detailed spectra of the Se 3d peak normalized to the In 3d5/2 peak
area (left) and to Se 3s peak height (right) of the NREL and STION bare absorbers
(black), NaF-treated absorbers (red), and low and high efficiency KF-treated absorbers
(blue, pink). The S 2s peak intensity for the STION absorbers changes as a function of
alkali-treatment.
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and the highest is seen for the bare absorber. The NaF-treated absorber has a higher
S:Se ratio than the high efficiency KF-treated sample. The spectra indicate that alkalitreatments of sulfur-containing chalcopyrites inherently changes the surface S:Se ratio.
Detailed spectra, normalized to peak height, of the In 3d 5/2 (left) and the In MNN
(right) are presented in Figure 4.8. The alkali-rinsing for both the STION and NREL
samples shifts the In peak towards lower BE with the STION KF-4.5% and NREL NaF18.2% samples shifted the most. The shift suggests a reduction of an In-oxide species.
The STION bare absorber is shifted 0.20 eV towards lower BE relative to the NREL bare
absorber suggesting the STION bare absorber contains less surface In-oxide species
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Figure 4.8: XPS detailed spectra of the In 3d5/2 peak (left) and the In MNN (right)
normalized to peak height of the NREL and STION bare absorbers (black), NaF-treated
absorbers (red), and low and high efficiency KF-treated absorbers (blue, pink).
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than the NREL bare absorber. Analyzing the In MNN peak reveals that indeed, there is a
reduction of In-oxide with the alkali-treatments. The added intensity on the In MNN
shoulder at ~398 eV and the depth of the dip at ~405 eV shows this. The STION and
NREL absorbers exhibit the most shallow dip with the NREL absorber a bit more shallow.
With the alkali-treatment for both sets of samples, there is a reduction in the shoulder at
~398 eV, the dip at ~405 eV becomes deeper, and there is a reduction in the peak
broadening. While the NaF and high efficiency KF-treated samples have similar surface
In-oxidation, both low efficiency KF-treated samples have the least.
There has been some question as to whether K residue is left on the absorber
surface after a KF-treatment. In fact, it can be seen with both the NREL and STION
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Figure 4.9: XPS detailed spectra of the K 2p peak (left). A closer look at the K 2p for
the NREL absorbers is shown at the right along with K references.
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absorbers in Figure 4.9, that indeed there is K deposited on the surface of not only all the
KF-treated absorbers, but also the NaF and bare NREL absorbers. However, the K
residue concentration is different between the STION and NREL absorbers, with the
STION KF-treated absorbers having a significantly lower concentration of K on the
surface relative to the NREL absorbers. It has been reported for the EMPA record
absorber that the K deposited on the surface causes the Cu depletion 10. While the data
for the NREL absorbers show a considerable amount of K deposited and Cu depletion on
the surface (except KF-2.8%), the data for the STION absorbers do not follow the same
trend. There are trace amounts of K on the surface and an increase in the Cu peak. Th
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Figure 4.10: XPS detailed spectra of the Na 1s (left) and O 1s peaks (right) normalized
to the In5/2 peak area of the NREL and STION bare absorbers (black), NaF-treated
absorbers (red), and low and high efficiency KF-treated absorbers (blue, pink).
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e NREL high efficiency KF-treated absorber has the largest K signal and is shifted 0.4 eV
towards lower BE in comparison to the NREL bare absorber (right figure). Likewise, the
K 2p peaks are shifted 0.16 eV towards lower BE. Despite the shift, the BE of the K peaks
indicates a K-F bonding environment111.
Shifting attention to Na and O, Figure 4.10 (left) shows the presence of Na on all
four NREL absorbers as well as the STION bare and NaF-treated absorber. While both
the NREL and STION bare absorbers have the largest Na peaks in their respective sets,
the STION bare absorber has a larger Na 1s peak than the NREL bare absorber. The Na
peaks for both NaF absorbers shift toward lower BE. The O 1s peak (right) shows a
significantly high intensity for the STION bare absorber and amongst the rinsed samples,
both NaF absorbers exhibit the largest O 1s peak. As well, the O 1s peak of all the rinsed
samples are shifted towards lower BE, with both NaF-treated absorbers shifted the most.
The O 1s peak is broad and asymmetrical indicating multiple O species, including
hydroxides, which is not unexpected due to the nature of the KF and NaF PDT treatments.
Both low efficiency KF absorbers have an additional component at ~537 eV, indicative of
H2O111. The Na peak for the low efficiency NREL KF absorber exhibits a drastically
shifted Na peak (almost 5 eV) in both the core-level and Auger (not shown) spectra
indicating a different chemical species present. Although both the O and Na peaks for the
NREL low-efficiency KF absorber are shifted ~5 eV towards higher BE, the shifts are not
necessarily mutually exclusive, especially since the BE of the O 1s peaks indicates the
presence of H2O on the surface. In order to further investigate the chemical environment
of Na for all the absorbers, a modified Auger parameter plot was constructed 116 and is
shown in Figure 4.11. A modified Auger parameter plot aids in identifying potential
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Figure 4.11: Modified Auger Parameter plot of Na 1s and Na KLL. The ion treated data
are shown in red with references (111,112) in black.
species using both the Na KLL and Na 1s peak separation. All of the absorbers, except
NREL KF-2.8%, are clustered between the Auger parameters 2061 and 2063 along with
all of the Na-oxide species. It is clear that the Na on the absorbers are not metallic. The
NREL KF-2.8% absorber has an Auger parameter (2061.5) that is similar to the STION
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bare absorber and references NaHCO2, NaOOCH, and Na2SO4 indicating that these are
possible chemical environments for these two absorbers. The Auger parameter plot
shows that the Na on all of the absorber surfaces exhibits some Na-O bonding.
In order to investigate the possibility of Na-F bonding on the surface, the detailed
region of the F 1s peak (left) and the F KLL region (right) are presented in Figure 4.12. F
is detected on the surface of the STION bare and NaF-14.6% absorbers while no F is
detected for the remaining absorbers. While it appears that there is only one species of F
on the STION NaF absorber, there appears to be at least two species of F on the STION
bare absorber. The binding energy of the F on the NaF absorber indicates that the F is in
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Figure 4.12: XPS detailed spectra of the F 1s (left) and F KLL (right) peaks of the NREL
and STION bare absorbers (black), NaF-treated absorbers (red), and low and high
efficiency KF-treated absorbers (blue, pink).
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a Na-F and/or K-F chemical environment while the binding energy of the second F species
on the STION bare absorber (~687 eV) suggests the possibility of a NaBF 4 species on
the absorber. This indeed could be possible since B is detected on the surface of the
STION bare absorber. In fact, a closer look at the spectra show that not only is there a B
contamination, but a Zn contamination as well. Figure 4.13 presents the Zn 2p region of
the NREL absorbers (left) and the STION absorbers (right). The detailed spectra for the
NREL absorbers show that Zn is found on the surface of both the KF treated samples,
with the most amount on the high efficiency KF absorber. The same trend is also seen
for the STION absorbers, where Zn is found on both the KF absorbers with the high
efficiency KF absorber have the largest amount. The fact that both Zn and B are detected
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Figure 4.13: XPS spectra of the Zn 2p peaks for the NREL (left) and STION (right)
bare absorbers (black), NaF-treated absorbers (red), and low and high efficiency
KF-treated absorbers (blue, pink).
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on some of the absorbers in the sample sets does not indicate that there is only one
source of contamination. In fact, because the Zn is only detected on all four KF-treated
absorbers, it suggests that the Zn contamination is coming from the KF post-deposition
treatment of the CIGSe absorbers. Recall that both the STION and NREL absorbers are
alkali-treated in similar fashions at NREL. The B contamination, on the other hand, is only
found on the STION bare absorber. It is also possible that there was B on the other three
STION absorbers but was rinsed off with the alkali-treatment. The STION bare absorber,
however, was not rinsed. Indeed, the presence of both Zn and B on a few of the absorbers
indicates that there are multiple sources of contamination in the deposition process of the
absorber (B) and the alkali-treatments (Zn).
With a better understanding of the chemical structure on the absorber surfaces, a
closer look into the electronic structure, notably the valence band, can take precedence.
Figure 4.14 shows the UPS valence band spectra, taken with He II excitation, stacked to
show shape changes (left) and separated to extrapolate a VBM (right). Both the NREL
and STION absorbers show the least spectral intensity close to the VBM region while
both low-efficiency KF absorbers exhibit a very large component at -3 eV (relative to EF)
that is attributed to Cu 3d-derived bands. The absence of the “Cu 3d” peak for both bare
absorbers does not indicate the lack of Cu on the surface (Figure 4.2 shows there indeed
is Cu) but the presence of surface adsorbates which broaden the valence band region 25,
reflected in the derived VBMs. The VBM for the STION and NREL bare absorbers are 1.77 eV and -1.47 ± 0.10 eV, respectively. In contrast, the VBM for both low-efficiency KF
absorbers is located much closer to EF with -0.41 ± 0.10 eV for the STION absorber and
-0.47 ± 0.10 eV for the NREL absorber. This is not surprising as the surface of these two
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Figure 4.14: UPS spectra taken with He II excitation of the NREL and STION bare
absorbers (black), NaF-treated absorbers (red), and low and high efficiency KF-treated
absorbers (blue, pink).
absorbers are not only Cu-rich, but also exhibit the largest Se:In ratio on the surface. The
consequence of Cu-Se metallic phases on the surface would be a VBM closer to E F in
comparison to a Cu-poor chalcopyrite surface. The NaF and high-efficiency KF absorbers
of both sets are more similar to each other in terms of spectral intensity near the VBM
region as well as the extrapolated VBM. The STION NaF and high-efficiency KF
absorbers have a VBM of -0.84 and -0.80 ± 0.10 eV while the NREL NaF and highefficiency KF absorbers have a VBM of -0.99 and -1.03 ± 0.10 eV. These values are
similar to previously published high-efficiency CIGSe VBM values 25,51,60,85,86.
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While utilizing both XPS and UPS is advantageous to investigate the surface of
the samples, XES offers a look deeper into the bulk. Figure 4.15 presents the XES spectra
of the S L2,3 emission excited non-resonantly with an excitation of 180 eV for all four
STION absorbers. On the left, the spectra are displayed to compare spectral shape to
each other and the references above while on the right, the spectra are stacked to show
changes in intensity between the absorbers. The KF-4.5% absorber has the largest S L2,3
emission while the NaF-14.5% has the lowest. This is contrary to the XPS measurements
showing that the KF-4.5% had the least amount of S present on the surface in the set.
This suggests that the alkali-treatments are etching off S on the surface (corroborated by
XPS). In addition, there could also be a S gradient in the absorber independent of the
alkali-treatments. The STION bare absorber shows the most S on the surface (XPS),
however in the bulk (XES), it has less S than both KF absorbers. All four absorbers exhibit
similar characteristic features at ~154, 155, and 159 eV. Comparing the spectral shapes
to the reference spectra, the S in all four samples is predominantly bound to Cu and In
forming CuInS2. To take a closer look at changes between the bare absorber and the
alkali-treated absorbers, the normalized bare absorber S L 2,3 emission spectra can be
subtracted from the treated absorbers and the resulting residual can be analyzed. Figure
4.16 shows the residuals of subtracting the weighted bare absorber spectrum from the
alkali-treated spectra and a comparison of the residual components to references. The
weight of the bare absorber was chosen so the resulting residual did not have negative
values. All three residuals show that there is indeed another species not evident in the
bare absorber. In fact, the two KF-treated absorbers have an additional species different
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Figure 4.15: XES emission spectra excited nonresonantly with 180 eV of the S L2,3
region for the STION bare (black), NaF-treated (red), and low and high efficiency KFtreated absorbers (blue, pink). Reference spectra are provided for comparison.

from the species found for the NaF absorber. The components at ~154, ~155, and ~160
eV for the KF spectra are indicative of sulfates in the absorber. The emission energy of
the main S 3s peak (~148 eV) suggests an additional In 2S3 and/or Ga2S3 species not
apparent in the bare absorber spectrum.
XES measurements of both K L2,3 and F Kα can be used to determine whether
there is K and/or F in the bulk of the sample. The emission spectra of K L2,3 (left) and F
Kα (right) are presented in Figure 4.17 for the STION and NREL absorbers. The K L2,3
emission spectra show the same trends as seen on the surface: the NREL KF-treated
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Figure 4.16: Relative weights of the STION bare absorber spectrum was subtracted
from the alkali-treated absorber spectra and the resulting residuals are presented with
reference spectra. Multiplication factors shown.
absorbers have a larger amount of deposited K in comparison to the STION absorbers.
The F Kα, on the other hand, indicates that there is F found in the bulk of all the samples.
XPS shows that F was also detected for both the STION bare and NaF-treated absorber,
however XES shows the presence of F for all eight absorbers. In fact, all four NREL
absorbers, especially the bare absorber, have a larger F Kα intensity than the STION
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Figure 4.17: XES emission spectra of the K L2,3 (left) and F Kα of the NREL and STION
bare absorbers (black), NaF-treated absorbers (red), and low and high efficiency KFtreated absorbers (blue, pink).

absorbers. Since the F is found on both the bare absorbers and the alkali-treated
absorbers, it suggests that the F may not only be from the alkali-treatments, but also a
contamination from the growth process of the absorber. Overall, the XPS, UPS, and XES
data have shown that the effects of alkali-treatments on the STION absorbers are not the
same as the NREL absorbers, although similar trends are seen within the respective
sample sets. Indeed, while there is a lot of insight and research on alkali-treated
laboratory-scale research thin-film photovoltaics, there is a need to include industry-grade
photovoltaics in these efforts with hopes of increasing overall module conversion
efficiencies.
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4.4 - CONCLUSION
To summarize the findings on alkali treatments of both the NREL and STION CIG(S)Se
absorbers, XPS, UPS, and XES were utilized to look at the chemical and electronic
structure of these samples. XPS shows that there is a low Ga content at surface for all
STION absorbers relative to NREL absorbers. The Ga/(Ga+In) ratio changes for the
NREL absorbers with alkali-treatments, however, the ratio does not change with the
STION absorbers. Both the STION and NREL low efficiency KF-treated absorbers have
the largest Cu:In ratio. All the alkali-treated absorbers have a low or absent Na signal on
the surface. The Na is shifted ~5 eV for the KF-2.8% absorbers, but the modified Auger
parameter suggests that it is still in a Na-Oxide bonding environment. Reduced O and
carbonate peak intensity on all Alkali-treated samples, with KF-2.8% showing a large O
1s peak at ~536 eV. F is seen in the bulk for all eight absorbers and at the surface of the
STION bare and NaF absorbers. B, Zn, and F (bulk) peaks show that there are
contaminants during the development of the absorber and/or the Alkali-treatments. The
S/Se ratio varies for all STION samples; Bare absorber shows the highest S/Se ratio,
while KF-2.8% shows the lowest. S in all STION absorbers is found mostly in a CuInS 2like environment, with treated absorbers showing evidence of In-S and/or Ga-S bonding
environments. Both STION KF-treated absorbers and all four NREL absorbers show K at
surface and all four KF-treated absorbers have K in the bulk as well. Surface
contamination: B 1s on STION bare absorber and Zn (XPS) on the surface of both NREL
KF-treated absorbers. UPS shows that the STION bare absorber has VBM of 1.77 ± 0.10
eV (larger than expected), due to the presence of adsorbates and possibly B. The NREL
bare absorber has VBM of 1.47 ± 0.10 eV, large also due to adsorbates. The STION and
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NREL NaF-treated absorbers have a VBM at 0.84 ± 0.10 eV and 1.03 ± 0.10 eV,
respectively, which is comparable to previously published data. The STION KF-11%
absorber has a VBM comparable to the NaF absorber in this set: 0.87 ± 0.10 eV and the
NREL KF-16.7% also has a similar VBM to the NaF absorber in respective set: 0.99 ±
0.10 eV. Both “low-efficiency” KF absorbers have similar VBM values to each other with
the STION absorber at 0.47 ± 0.10 eV and the NREL absorber at 0.41 ± 0.10 eV. The
VBM is located closer to the EF than the other absorbers, likely due to not only the large
Cu 3d band component at ~3 eV, but the large presence of Se on the surface (in
comparison to the other absorbers), potentially creating CuSe 2 species.
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CHAPTER 5
KF COEVAPORATION VS. KF POST DEPOSITION TREATMENT:
SPECTROSCOPIC INVESTIGATION ON THE EFFECTS OF KF
5.1 – INTRODUCTION
With the inclusion of Na proving to be successful in chalcopyrite devices, research into
the utilization of other alkali metals became of interest11,32–38,40,41,43,117–124, especially after
EMPA raised the CIGSe world-record efficiency to 20.4% (from 18.7% for flexible
substrates and 20% for soda-lime substrates),10,103 and ZSW increased the record to
21.7% shortly after42. Both record efficiency devices utilized KF post-deposition treatment
(PDT) as the method of incorporating K, but fundamental research is needed to further
understand the role of K on the absorber and the buffer/absorber interfacial properties as
a function of K deposition parameters in order to optimize conversion efficiencies.
It is well known that Na diffuses from the soda-lime glass into the chalcopyrite
absorber34–38,122–125, however it is not known how and if the Na diffusion affects the
inclusion of K. For a more controlled inclusion of Na (K), a barrier is added to the glass
before the Mo sputter treatment to prevent such diffusion

123,126,127.

It is imperative to

understand the full effects of K inclusion in the CIGSe device, especially as a function of
deposition processes, along with possible Na diffusion effects.

5.2 – EXPERIMENTAL
The sample set consisted of five absorbers from NREL: two bare absorbers with and
without a SiO2 barrier, two KF-PDT treated absorbers with and without a SiO2 absorber,
and one CKIGSe absorber, for which KF was co-evaporated during the deposition of the
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CIGSe absorber. The purpose of the SiO2 barrier is to prevent alkali atoms from diffusing
from the glass, thus allowing us to study how the KF PDT affects the CIGSe absorber. All
absorbers were grown at 525 °C with constant elemental flux profiles (i.e., not with the
NREL three-stage process) on a Mo-sputtered glass118. The efficiencies of corresponding
devices range between 9.1% (CIGSe/SiO2) and 15.5% (CKIGSe). At UNLV, the absorber
surfaces were ion-treated for a total of 60 min using 50 eV Ar+ ions at low incidence angle.
The samples were then rinsed with 100 mL H2O + 12.5 mL NH4OH at 65 °C in an inert
environment (“rinsed” and “NH4OH” will be used interchangeably in this chapter).
The absorbers were briefly exposed to air, packed, and vacuumed-sealed under
dry nitrogen before being sent to UNLV. The samples were unsealed in the inert
environment of our glove boxes, mounted, and introduced to the UHV system. XPS, UPS,
and IPES were utilized to investigate the chemical and electronic structure of the NREL
sample set. Mg Kα and Al Kα irradiation and a SPECS PHOIBOS 150 MCD electron
analyzer were employed for XPS measurements while a He discharge lamp and He II
excitation were employed for the UPS measurements. A custom-built Dose-type detector
with a SrF2 window and Ar:I2 filling,81 along with a commercial low-energy electron gun
(Staib), were used for IPES experiments. The spectra were calibrated using Auger and
core-level peaks of clean Cu, Ag, and Au foils (XPS)80 and the Fermi energy of a clean
Au foil (UPS, IPES).
All peaks were analyzed by fitting the different spectral intensities with Voigt
functions (with coupled Lorentzian and Gaussian widths) and a linear background using
the Fityk peak-fitting program90. The VBM and CBM were determined by linear
extrapolation of the leading edge in the valence band (UPS) and conduction band (IPES)
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spectra109. The base pressure in the UNLV analysis chamber was better than 5×10 -10
mbar.

5.3 – RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 5.1 shows the XPS Mg Kα survey spectrum taken on all five samples after iontreatment (black) and NH4OH rinse (red). All expected peaks (Cu, In, Ga, Se, Na) are
present (no Na on ion-treated absorbers with SiO2 barrier, as will be discussed later),
along with adsorbates, C and O. All spectra were normalized to the In 3d 5/2 peak in order
to compare peak ratios to In. Detail spectra of the Cu 2p3/2 of the current sample set (left)
and a comparison with a previous NREL alkali-treated sample set (chapter 4) are shown
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in Figure 5.2. It compares the effects of the rinse, KF-PDT, and co-evaporated KF on the
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Figure 5.1: XPS Mg Kα survey spectrum taken of the NREL bare and KF-treated
absorbers. The ion-treated surfaces are shown in black, while the rinsed surfaces are
shown in red.
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NREL samples, and also shows the differences between the 3-stage coevaporation
process (bottom) and constant elemental flux (center, top). For the center and top spectra,
normalizing the Cu 2p3/2 peak to the In 3d5/2 area, shows that there is a Cu depletion at
the surface of both KF PDT absorbers that is still present after the ammonia treatment.
The Cu depletion is also seen for the “high-efficiency” three-stage KF-PDT and NaF-PDT
NREL absorbers (right). The Cu:In ratio from the 3-stage co-evaporation CIGSe absorber
(“Bare-17.9%”) is much smaller than for the CIGSe absorber grown with constant
elemental flux (left). The surfaces of the bare and CKIGSe absorber of the current sample

Intensity Normalized to In 3d5/2 Area

set are not Cu-poor. After the rinse, the Cu:In ratio increases for the CIGSe/SiO 2 and
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Figure 5.2: Detailed XPS Mg Kα spectra of the Cu 2p3/2 taken on the ion-treated
(center) and NH4OH treated (top) of the CKIGSe, both CIGSe, and both KF PDT
absorbers. This is compared to a previous sample set, displayed on the bottom (four
alkali-treated NREL absorbers, grown with the three-stage coevaporation process).
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CKIGSe, but there is no change for the CIGSe absorber. All alkali-treated absorbers and
the CIGSe/SiO2 absorber are shifted towards lower binding energy (BE) in relation to the
CIGSe. There is also no evidence for Cu-F or Cu-O species.
The detail spectra in Figure 5.3 present the Se 3d peak normalized to In 3d 5/2 area
(left) and peak height (right). When normalizing the Se 3d peak to the In 3d 5/2 peak, it is
clear that the KF PDT absorbers both have lower surface Se:In ratios. After the NH 4OH
treatment, the Se:In ratio for the KF PDT absorbers reduce by almost half, while the ratio
stays relatively constant for the CKIGSe and both CIGSe absorbers. There are also no
Se-oxides on the surface, evident by the lack of a peak at ~ 59 eV. Normalizing the Se
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3d to peak height, it is easier to see shape changes and shifts. In particular, the unrinsed
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Figure 5.3: Detailed XPS Mg Kα spectra of the Se 3d region, normalized by In 3d 5/2
area (left) and peak height (right). The ion-treated spectra are shown at the bottom,
and the NH4OH treated spectra at the top. The expected locations for oxide
contributions are indicated.
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KF PDT absorber exhibits a wider shape and a shoulder at 57 eV that is reduced with the
NH4OH treatment. References111,112 suggest a Se-C bonding environment, which is
commensurate with the fact that this absorber shows the largest amount of C on the
surface (as will be discussed later in conjunction with Figure 5.13). There is no evidence
for the presence of a Se-O bonding environment on any of the absorber surfaces (SeOx
species would appear at ~59 eV). After rinsing, the Se 3d peaks for all absorbers shift
slightly to lower binding energies.
The In 3d5/2 (left) and In MNN (right) regions exhibit unusual peak shapes for both
KF PDT absorbers, as shown in Figure 5.4. The spectra are again normalized to peak
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Figure 5.4: Detailed XPS Mg Kα spectra of the In 3d5/2 (left) and In MNN (right) regions,
normalized by peak height. The ion-treated spectra are shown at the bottom, while the
NH4OH-treated spectra are at the top. The expected locations for oxide, selenide, and
fluoride contributions are indicated.
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height (in the case of the In MNN, the most prominent peak at ~408 eV was used). In
XPS, both unrinsed KF PDT absorbers have a large shoulder at ~446.5 eV, suggesting
the presence of an In-F bonding enviroment. These two peaks are also wider than those
of the CKIGSe and both CIGSe absorbers, suggesting the presence of oxides as well.
The NH4OH treatment reduces the amount of In-F and shifts both KF PDT absorbers
towards higher BE, while CKIGSe and both CIGSe absorbers shift toward lower BE,
suggesting reduction of oxides, as will be discussed in more detail in the following.
The In MNN region is particularly useful to discern the presence of oxides, as it
offers a more distinct peak position difference between In-Se and In-O bonding
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Figure 5.5: Detailed XPS Mg Kα spectra In MNN region, normalized by peak height,
for the clean and rinsed KF PDT absorbers. Three In-Se references are used to fit the
peaks to show contributions from In-F, In-O, and In-Se species. The residual is shown
on the bottom in purple.
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environments128. The most striking feature is the overall shape of the In MNN peaks of
both KF PDT absorbers in comparison to the other absorbers. Pre-rinse, the In MNN
region for both KF PDT absorbers is a superposition of (at least) three species, most likely
In-F, In-O, and In-Se bonding environments. After the NH4OH treatment, we find a clear
reduction in the In-F species (seen in both graphs). However, we also observe an
increase in In-O species for both KF PDT absorbers, seen by the peak at ~405 eV. This
peak is larger for the KF PDT/SiO2 absorber (than for the KF PDT absorber), indicating
the presence of more In-O species. Amongst CKIGSe and both CIGSe absorbers, the
CIGSe shows the least amount of oxides, as seen by the deepest “dip” at ~405 eV.
CKIGSe and CIGSe/SiO2 both exhibit more shallow dips and a shoulder at ~399 eV. After
the NH4OH treatment, the dip is similar for these three absorbers, but slightly deeper for
the CIGSe/SiO2 absorber. This is also seen in the region 390-399 eV, where the spectral
intensity is lower. The NH4OH treatment removes/reduces oxides for CKIGSe and both
CIGSe absorbers, but adds oxides to the surface of both KF PDT absorbers. In contrast,
the NH4OH treatment reduces the In-F species on the surface of these two absorbers,
best seen in Figure 5.5. The In MNN spectra of the pre and post-rinse KF PDT absorber
were fit with an In-Se reference (ion-treated CIGSe absorber), shifted to reflect
contributions from In-O and In-F. After the rinse there is a clear decrease in In-F
contributions (from x0.35 to x0.10) and increase in In-O (from 0.62x to 0.66x). The quality
of the residual shows that three species can fit the spectra pretty well. Note, it is more
difficult to fit a spectrum using other spectra than using functions hence a more poor
residual is expected.
In addition to the presence of an In-F species on the surface of the KF PDT
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absorbers, we find indications for the presence of a Ga-F species as well. Figure 5.6
shows survey spectra of Ga 2p3/2 (left) and Ga LMM (right). The Ga 2p3/2 peaks for both
KF PDT absorbers are shifted ~ 2eV towards higher BE, which corresponds to a Ga-F
bonding enviroment. Normalizing the Ga 2p3/2 peak to In 3d5/2 shows that the Ga:In ratio
is smallest for both KF PDT absorbers, and largest for the CIGSe absorber before the
NH4OH treatment. After the treatment, we find a Ga signal reduction at the surface for all
the absorbers, most notably for the KF PDT absorbers. After the NH 4OH treatment, the
CIGSe/SiO2 absorber surface shows the largest Ga:In ratio, albeit half of the original
peak.
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The Ga LMM peak shape gives a good indication for the presence of Ga-oxides.
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Figure 5.6: Detailed XPS Mg Kα spectra of the Ga 2p3/2 (left) and Ga LMM (right)
regions, normalized by the In 3d5/2 area. The ion-treated spectra are shown at the
bottom, while the NH4OH-treated spectra are at the top. The expected locations for
oxide, selenide, and fluoride contributions are indicated.
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For instance, we observe an extra component at ~1062 eV for the unrinsed CKIGSe and
CIGSe/SiO2 absorbers that is removed after the NH4OH treatment. The Ga LMM peaks
for both KF PDT absorbers are shifted towards lower KE and the primary peak positions
match that of Ga-F. After the NH4OH treatment, the Ga LMM peaks are reduced,
especially for the KF PDT absorbers. The Ga-O and Ga-F species are removed. The
CIGSe/SiO2 absorber shows the largest Ga LMM peak, similar to the Ga 2p 3/2 peak.
The Ga 3d/In 4d region offers the opportunity to measure how the Ga/(Ga+In) ratio
changes amongst the samples before and after the NH4OH treatment, as depicted in
XPS Mg K
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Figure 5.7: Detailed XPS Mg Kα spectra of the Ga 3d and In 4d region. The dotted
spectra represent NH4OH treated absorbers while the continuous line spectra
represent the “clean” surfaces. Regions where Ga 3d and In 4d peaks are located are
boxed.
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Figure 5.8: XPS detail spectra of the Ga 3d/In 4d of the pre and post-rinse CIGSe
absorber (top) and CIGSe/SiO2 (bottom). Fit curves for In:Ga contributions to the
peak are shown along with their respective residuals (purple).
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Figure 5.7. The unrinsed absorber spectra are plotted with a continuous line while the
dotted spectra represent the NH4OH treated absorbers. Clear changes are seen amongst
the samples themselves and between pre-rinse and post-rinse spectra. The pre-rinse KF
PDT and KF PDT/SiO2 spectra are broadest suggesting the presence of multiple species.
After the rinse, the spectra are more narrow and shifted towards higher BE. The CIGSe,
CKIGSe, and CIGSe/SiO2 absorbers exhibit more similar peak shapes and they all shift
towards lower BE.
The In and Ga components to the spectra are shown by fitting the data. Pre-rinse
and post-rinse fits for the CIGSe and CIGSe/SiO2 are shown in Figure 5.8, CKIGSe in
Figure 5.9, and KF PDT and KF PDT/SiO2 in Figure 5.10. The peaks were fit with a linear
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Figure 5.9: XPS detail spectra of the Ga 3d/In 4d region of the CKIGSe absorber prerinse (left) and post-rinse (right). Fit curves for In:Ga contributions to the peak are
shown along with their respective residuals (purple).
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background and Voigt profiles, using coupled Gaussian widths for all components, and
coupled but separate Lorentzian widths for In and Ga, respectively. The ratios of the spinorbit split peaks were fixed according to their multiplicity, along with their respective peak
separation, 0.86 eV for In113,114 and 0.46 eV for Ga115. The data is shown with black dots,
the In 4d and Ga 3d components in black, and the resulting fit in red for Figures 5.8 and
5.9. The residual of the fit is shown below each spectrum (purple). These shallow core
levels already possess some band character, and thus the quality of the fit is very
surprisingly high, especially given all the above-mentioned boundary conditions included
in the fit. The surface Ga/(Ga+In) ratio for the pre-rinsed CIGSe and CIGSe/SiO2
absorbers samples are 0.30 and 0.33 (± 0.10), respectively, indicating a very small
change in the surface ratio with the addition of the SiO2 barrier. This is different than what
the Ga 2p detailed region shows but is similar to what the Ga LMM presents. It is
speculated that since the CIGSe/SiO2 absorber has a larger O 1s and C 1s peak (as will
be discussed in conjunction with Figures 5.13 and 5.15 later), the low KE (high BE) peaks
would be more attenuated than the CIGSe absorber and higher KE peaks. After the
NH4OH treatment, the Ga/(Ga+In) ratio decreases: 0.25 ± 0.10 eV for the CIGSe absorber
and 0.27 ± 0.10 eV for CIGSe/SiO2 indicating a small Ga depletion at the surface after
the rinse. For CKIGSe, the pre-rinse surface Ga/(Ga+In) ratio is similar to both CIGSe
and CIGSe/SiO2, 0.30 ± 0.10 eV, and exhibits a slightly larger Ga-depletion on the surface
after the rinse, 0.23 ± 0.10 eV.
Figure 5.10 portrays the fits for the pre and post-rinse KF PDT and KF PDT/SiO2
surfaces. Due to the broadness of the peaks, several species are expected to contribute
to the overall spectra and are indicated with In-Se in black, In-O in pink, In-F in teal, Ga-
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Figure 5.10: XPS detail spectra of the Ga 3d/In 4d region of the pre and post-rinse
KF PDT absorber (top) and KF PDT/SiO2 (bottom). Fit curves for In:Ga contributions
to the peak are shown along with their respective residuals (purple).
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F in black, and Ga-Se in purple. In contrast, the In 4d and Ga 3d peaks depicted in Figures
5.8 and 5.9 are indicative of In-Se and Ga-Se species. The presence of multiple species
for the KF PDT absorbers is corroborated by the In 3d, In MNN, Ga 2p, and Ga LMM
spectra seen previously. The peaks were identified according to references111,112 and their
peak separations fixed amongst all the spectra. With a KF PDT on the absorber, Gadepletion already occurs in comparison with the CIGSe and CIGSe/SiO 2 absorbers. The
Ga/(Ga+In) ratio for the pre-rinse KF PDT absorber and KF PDT/SiO2 absorber are 0.16
± 0.10 eV and 0.05 ± 0.10 eV, respectively. The ratios suggest that with the addition of
the SiO2 barrier, the Ga-depletion on the surface is even more pronounced. After the
NH4OH treatment, the Ga components shift to lower binding energies (note the loss of
the shoulder at 22 eV) indicative of Ga-Se111,112 (also seen with Ga LMM). The Ga 3d/In
4d region after the NH4OH treatment is narrower for both samples. As a result, the peaks
could be fit with only two In species instead of three but that is not to say the third species
is gone. Adding a third species did not further enhance the residual, and in the case of
the rinsed KF PDT fit, it was detrimental to the other fits. The peak s are labeled as In-O
and In-Se due to their peak locations and evidence for a big reduction of In-F, but small
reduction of In-Se and an increase in In-O as seen in the n MNN spectra. The resulting
Ga/(Ga+In) ratio shows that the KF PDT surface exhibits an even more Ga-poor surface
while the ratio for the KF PDT/SiO2 absorber almost tripled (0.07 ± 0.10 eV and 0.14 ±
0.10, respectively). Overall, the Ga/(Ga+In) ratio of the KF PDT absorbers shows that the
treatment creates a more Ga-poor surface than the CIGSe and CKIGSe counterparts.
An inherent property of fitting peaks is that the more functions you add, the fit gets
better. However, the functions need to be accounted for and they need to serve a purpose
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Figure 5.11: XPS detail spectra of the Ga 3d/In 4d region of the pre-rinse KF PDT
absorber as a function of fit curves to show the process of determining a good fit. Fit
curves for In:Ga (In 4d5/2, In 4d3/2, Ga 3d5/2, Ga 3d3/2) contributions to the peak are
shown along with their respective residuals (purple).
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in the fit. The KF PDT absorbers both required more components to fit the Ga 3d/In 4d
region than the other samples and an example of the fitting process is presented in Figure
5.11. On the bottom right, the Ga 3d/In 4d region is only fit with 5 total components: a
linear background, In 4d5/2, In 4d3/2, Ga 3d5/2, and Ga 3d3/2. The residual, shown below
the fit, exhibits a sinusoidal shape indicative of a poor fit of the peak. With the addition of
two more components (bottom left), representing the In 4d peaks, The resulting residual
shows more statistical noise towards higher binding energies, but the fit towards lower
binding energies is still poor. With the addition of another set of two components (top
right), representing In 4d again, the fit of the peak is much better (note the magnification
difference between the bottom two fits and the top two fits). Not only this, but the
components can all be accounted for using evidence of other XPS detailed regions. The
top left graph displays a fit with two more additional components, representing Ga 3d,
however, there is not a significant improvement in the residual of the fit in comparison to
the top right fit. Thus, the top right fit is used to describe the Ga 3d/In 4d region of the
unrinsed KF PDT absorber.
To summarize our findings thus far, the analysis of the Cu, In, Ga, and Se
photoemission and Auger peaks shows no evidence of Se and Cu oxides and fluorides,
but evidence of Ga and In oxides and fluorides. We see a surface depletion of Cu and Se
with the KF PDT that is even further reduced with the NH4OH treatment. So far, we see
that the KF PDT affects the surface of the CIGSe absorbers similarly for both the absorber
with the SiO2 barrier and the absorber without, while there are clear differences between
the two untreated absorbers. The bare absorber without the SiO2 barrier exhibits a larger
Cu:In ratio (compared to its counterpart), but after the NH4OH treatment, it is the
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CIGSe/SiO2 absorber that shows the larger Cu:In ratio. The CIGSe/SiO2 absorber exhibits
a slightly larger Ga/(Ga+In) ratio than the CIGSe absorber. The surface of the CKIGSe
absorber is found to be more similar to the CIGSe (with and without SiO2) absorbers, than
the KF PDT absorbers, indicating that not only the addition of K but also the deposition
method of KF plays an important role for the surface properties. The KF absorbers exhibit
a strong Cu and Ga-depletion on the surface with the KF PDT absorber displaying the
larger Cu:In and Ga/(Ga+In) ratios before the NH4OH treatment. After the treatment, the
KF PDT still has the larger Cu:In ratio, but the KF PDT/SiO2 presents a larger Ga/(Ga+In)
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Figure 5.12: Detailed XPS Mg Kα spectra of the F 1s region, normalized by the In
3d5/2 area. The ion-treated spectra are shown at the bottom, while the NH4OH-treated
spectra are at the top (left). The right graph is scaled to see the F 1s peaks of the
NH4OH treated absorbers (only). The expected locations for InF 3, NaF, KF, and CF3
contributions are indicated.
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the surface occurred during the NH4OH treatment, or Ga diffused to the surface from the
bulk.
Analyzing the F peaks also offers direct insights into the local bonding
environments on the surface. Figure 5.12 shows the presence of a F 1s signal for both
the KF PDT absorbers and the CKIGSe absorber. The KF PDT peak is broader and
larger than for KF PDT/SiO2 and CKIGSe, suggesting multiple species (corroborating the
earlier evidence for the presence of Ga-F and In-F bonds). The KF PDT/SiO2 absorber is
also broad and shows a larger tail towards ~682 eV, indicative of KF. This is supported
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by the KF peak intensities in Figure 5.6, where KF/SiO2 shows the largest peak. The
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Figure 5.13: Detailed XPS Mg Kα spectra of the C 1s and K 2p region, normalized by
the In 3d5/2 area (left). The ion-treated spectra are shown at the bottom, while the
NH4OH-treated spectra are at the top (left). The right graph is magnified to show the
K 2p peaks of the NH4OH and ion-treated absorbers. The expected locations for Ga
LMM, KF, and metallic K (Kmet) are indicated.
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CKIGSe F 1s peak is shifted towards lower BE, matching the BE range of NaF. On this
scale, it appears that, after rinsing the absorbers, F is completely removed. However,
closer inspection (Fig. 5.12 right) suggests otherwise. On this scale, it is clear that both
KF PDT absorbers show F on the surface, with KF PDT/SiO2 having one species that
aligns well with In-F, and KF PDT having at least two species, most likely In-F and C-F.
The NH4OH treatment definitely reduces the F on the absorber surfaces, but it is not
completely removed for the KF PDT absorbers.
Having established the presence of F on the various surfaces, we now turn to K.
Detailed spectra of the C 1s and K 2p peaks are presented in Figure 5.13. In the C 1s
plot on the left, all absorbers show C on the surface; however, both unrinsed KF PDT
absorbers show the most. The spectral intensity between 287 and 291 eV is also quite
large, possibly a combination of inelastically scattered electrons from the C 1s peak and
the presence of multiple species, for example carbonates at 290 eV. This is further
corroborated by the “dip” at ~291 eV seen for the KF PDT/SiO 2 absorber that is absent
for the KF PDT absorber (even though this absorber shows more C and less K). Relative
to the unrinsed KF-PDT absorbers, the C 1s peaks of the unrinsed CKIGSe and the two
CIGSe absorbers are shifted towards lower BE. However, after the NH4OH treatment, we
find more C on the surface of CKIGSe and both CIGSe absorbers, while there is a
significant decrease in C for both KF PDT absorbers (note that the shoulder at ~283 eV,
which becomes more pronounced after the rinse, is a Ga LMM Auger line). K 2p peaks
are visible for the unrinsed KF PDT absorbers, and very small peaks can also be seen
for the unrinsed CKIGSe absorber (Figure 5.13, right), indicating that there is a lower
concentration of K on the surface for the coevaporation process relative to PDT treatment.
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The KF PDT/SiO2 absorber shows the largest K 2p peaks before the rinse, and they shift
towards lower BE relative to the KF PDT absorber. Magnifying the intensity scale (Figure
5.13, right), we also find a K 2p peak for the CKIGSe absorber, albeit very small. Like in
the case of F, the KF coevaporation deposition does show traces of K on the surface.
After the NH4OH treatment, the K is removed from KF PDT/SiO2 absorber, but it is still
present for the CKIGSe (slightly reduced) and KF PDT (greatly reduced). The K peak
position on both KF PDT absorbers before the rinse is indicative of a K-F bonding
environment. For CKIGSe, the K 2p BE position is shifted towards higher BE.
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Figure 5.14: Detailed XPS Mg Kα spectra of the Na 1s region, normalized by the In
3d5/2 area. The ion-treated spectra are shown at the bottom, while the NH4OH-treated
spectra are at the top (left). The right graph is scaled to show the Na 1s peaks of the
NH4OH-treated absorbers (only). A line was drawn to help guide the eye. On the left,
the expected locations for NaF and NaO contributions are indicated.
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Figure 5.14. The effects of the SiO2 barrier are clearly seen in the ion-treated spectra, in
which there is no detectable Na peak on the surface of the samples with barrier. Among
the barrier-free absorbers, the ion-treated KF PDT absorber shows the largest Na peak,
almost triple the size of the CKIGSe Na peak. The Na peaks are broad and asymmetric,
suggesting the presence of multiple species, including Na oxides and/or NaF. NaF
species would make more sense on the CKIGSe and KF PDT absorbers since Figure 6
shows there is indeed F on the surface. Figure 5.14, right, presents magnified spectra of
the NH4OH-treated absorbers. We find trace amounts of Na on all five samples, including
the absorbers with SiO2 barrier, which might have been deposited during the NH4OH
treatment. A modified Auger parameter, α’, plot aids in identifying potential species using
both the Na KLL and Na 1s peak separation. All of the absorbers range between the α’
2060 and 2063 eV along with all of the Na-oxide species. It is clear that the Na on the
absorbers are not metallic. The rinsed CIGSe/SiO2 has the same α’ as NaHCO2,
NaOOCH, and Na2SO4 indicating that these are possible chemical environments for these
two absorbers. Na2SO4 can be ruled out since there is no S on the samples. The prerinsed KF PDT absorber lies in between Na2O and NaF and the α’ could be a convolution
of the two species. Figure 5.14 shows the Na 1s peak for this absorber and the broadness
of the peak suggests multiple species. The α’ plot shows that the Na on all of the absorber
surfaces exhibits some Na-O bonding.
The variance in adsorbates on the absorber surfaces can clearly be seen in the O
1s spectra in Figure 5.16. Both, changes in the peak intensities (left) and peak position
and shape (right) are evident. The KF PDT absorbers have the largest O 1s peaks, both
before and after NH4OH treatment. The peak shapes for all the absorbers, pre and post-
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Figure 5.16: Detailed XPS Mg Kα spectra of the O 1s region, normalized by the In 3d5/2
area (left) and O 1s peak height (right). The ion-treated spectra are shown at the
bottom, while the NH4OH-treated spectra are at the top. The expected locations for
water, hydroxide, metal oxides, and carbonates are indicated.

rinse, are asymmetrical and broad, suggesting multiple O species, mostly contributions
from hydroxides and surface adsorbates. The changes in peak shapes and binding
energies indicate a change in the relative amounts of hydroxide and oxide contributions.
For example, the CKIGSe O 1s shifts almost 2 eV towards higher BE after the rinse,
where the peaks of H2O and OH are expected. Fits of these peaks are presented in
Figures 5.17, 5.18, and 5.19. The peaks were fit with a linear background, identical
Gaussian and Lorentzian widths, and fixed positions for all species. The residuals shown
below the spectra indicate that the quality of the fit is quite high for all the surfaces. Peak
assignments were determined utilizing references111,112,129. The unrinsed CIGSe,
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Figure 5.17: XPS detail spectra of the O 1s peak and fit (components in black, sum
in red) of the pre and post-rinsed CIGSe (top) and CIGSe/SiO2 samples (bottom).
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Figure 5.18: XPS detail spectra of the O 1s peak and fit (components in black, sum
in red) of the pre and post-rinsed KF PDT (top) and KF PDT/SiO2 samples (bottom).
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Figure 5.19: XPS detail spectra of the O 1s peak and fit (components in black, sum
in red) of the pre and post-rinsed CKIGSe sample.

CIGSe/SiO2, and CKIGSe all have O bonding to H on their surfaces in various bonding
environments represented by the peaks located at ~533 eV (OH’) and ~538 eV (OH”).
The unrinsed KF PDT absorbers do not have OH” on the surface, suggesting the OH”
was removed during the KF PDT. However, the KF PDT absorbers do have carbonate
peaks that are not found for the CIGSe and CKIGSe absorbers. Recall that both unrinsed
KF PDT absorbers had the largest C 1s peaks and evidence of carbonates at ~290 eV
(Figure 5.13). Rinsing the CIGSe and CKIGSe absorbers cause the O 1s peak to shift
towards lower BE and changes the OH:O ratio. For the CIGSe and CIGSe/SiO2
absorbers, the OH:O ratio decreases while for CKIGSe it increases. The OH” peak also
decreases for both CIGSe absorbers but increases for the CKIGSe absorber. Rinsing the
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KF PDT absorbers increases the metal-oxide peak (recall the increase in In-oxide species
after rinsing both KF PDT absorbers). However, the other species behave differently
between the samples. For the KF PDT absorber, the carbonate peak increases by about
a third, the OH’ peak decreases, and there is no indication of OH” on the surface. For the
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Figure 5.20: UPS (He II) and IPES spectra of all absorbers. A Savitsky-Golay smooth
line is used as a guide to the eye.
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KF PDT/SiO2 absorber, there is an addition of OH” and OH’ species and a reduction in
the carbonate peak. Rinsing all the absorbers does not produce the same result amongst
the samples.
Figure 5.20 shows UPS (He II) and IPES data of the valence (VB) and conduction
band (CB) and their edge positions with respect to the Fermi energy. The NH4OH treated
absorbers are shown on top, while the ion-treated are on the bottom. The spectra are
stacked to show changes in spectral intensity and shifts of the leading edge. For the iontreated surfaces, the KF PDT/SiO2 and CIGSe/SiO2 absorbers exhibit CBM’s furthest
from EF, while both KF PDT absorbers show VBMs furthest from the EF. The Cu 3d band
(at approx. -3 eV) is most pronounced for the CIGSe and CKIGSe absorbers (pre-rinse).
Post-rinse, the spectral weights of most of the absorbers are very similar with more
changes seen in the VBM. The KF PDT/SiO2 is the outlier with the valence band and
conduction band spectra shifted farther from the E F and the spectral weight being
different.
Figure 5.21 separated the UPS/IPES spectra to present changes in the bandgap
among the different samples and as a function of NH4OH treatment. The ion-treated
surfaces are shown in black, while the rinsed surfaces are shown in red. In comparison
to both CIGSe absorbers all KF incorporated samples exhibit a widening of the bandgap,
with the largest post-rinse bandgap being 2.93 ± 0.15 eV, and the smallest 2.02 ± 0.15 eV.
The electronic surface bandgaps of the two CIGSe absorbers are 1.60 and 1.66 ± 0.15
eV. The majority of the change between KF-treated and untreated CIGSe absorbers
comes from changes in the conduction band maximum. Although the spectral weight
distributions of the valence band change after rinsing, the derived valence band maxima
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Figure 5.21: UPS (He II) and IPES spectra of all absorbers. The ion-treated surfaces
are shown in black, while the rinsed surfaces are shown in red.
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(VBMs) do not deviate much from the “pre-rinse” VBMs. The largest change is seen for
the CIGSe/SiO2 absorber, where the pre-rinse bandgap was 3.60 ± 0.15 eV and the postrinse 1.66 ± 0.15 eV.

5.4 – CONCLUSION
In summary, XPS, UPS, and IPES were used to investigate the chemical and electronic
properties of this alkali study. We find that the Cu:In ratio is smallest for both KF PDT
absorbers (in comparison to the large Cu peak seen for the bare CIGSe absorbers),
suggesting that the KF PDT leads to a depletion of Cu from the surface of nominally
stoichiometric films. We note that the Cu:In ratio of the bare CIGSe absorbers deposited
with constant elemental flux is much larger than the three-stage coevaporated PDIL
CIGSe absorbers, and thus a reduction of the Cu surface content can be more easily
achieved.
In-F and Ga-F species are found on the ion-treated surfaces of both KF PDT
absorbers. After the NH4OH treatment, the Ga-F and Ga-O bonds are removed, and a
Ga depletion of the surfaces is observed. In-F bonds are greatly reduced, but still present,
and the contribution of In-O species is enhanced. The Ga/(In+Ga) ratio of the CIGSe,
CKIGSe, and CIGSe/SiO2 absorbers are larger than the KF PDT absorbers. The ratio
decreases after the NH4OH treatment except for the KF PDT/SiO2 absorber where there
is an increase.
Both K and F are deposited on the surfaces of the KF PDT absorbers, and K and
F are also observed the surface of the CKIGSe film, but to a smaller degree. The NH 4OH
treatment removes the K completely from the surface of KF PDT/SiO2, significantly
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reduces K and F on KF PDT, and slightly reduces K and F for CKIGSe. Na is present on
CIGSe, KF PDT, and CKIGSe pre and post-rinse but Na is only observed for the SiO2
absorbers after the NH4OH rinse, suggesting that Na is deposited during the NH4OH
treatment. The Na on all the absorbers are found in an Na-O bonding environment.
UPS and IPES show that incorporation of K widens the bandgap of the CIGSe
absorber, with the largest surface bandgap (among the rinsed samples) of 2.93 ± 0.15 eV
found for the KF PDT/SiO2 absorbers. In future experiments (projects), it would thus be
of great interest to also determine the band alignment between such modified absorber
surfaces (with K-induced bandgap widening) and both standard (CdS) and alternative
[(Zn(O,S)] buffer materials to study the impact on the interfacial electronic structure.
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CHAPTER SIX
ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF THE Zn(O,S)/CIGSe THIN-FILM SOLAR CELL
INTERFACE
The majority of the following chapter has been previously published in Progress in
Photovoltaics: Research and Applications and reports work performed to study the
electronic properties of alternative buffer materials. Reprinted with permission from
Michelle Mezher, Rebekah Garris, Lorelle M. Mansfield, Kimberly Horsley, Lothar
Weinhardt, Douglas Duncan, Monika Blum, Samantha G. Rosenberg, Marcus Bär,
Kannan Ramanathan, and Clemens Heske, Electronic structure of the Zn(O,S)/CIGSe
thin-film solar cell interface, Progress in Photovoltaics: Research and Applications 2016,
In Print. Copyright 2016 John Wiley and Sons.
6.1 – INTRODUCTION
Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGSe) thin-film photovoltaic devices have achieved a record efficiency of
22.3% on a laboratory scale4. Traditionally, high-efficiency devices contain a CdS buffer
layer between CIGSe absorber and transparent front electrode42. In contrast, the recent
breakthrough was achieved with an alternative Cd-free buffer layer [Zn(O,S)], and other
groups have also reported high conversion efficiencies for the Zn(O,S)/CIGSe
system58,130–132. Such buffers are desirable as they offer higher transparency and thus
the possibility of increasing the current collection in the shorter wavelength region. For
further optimizing such alternative buffer layers, understanding the interactions between
the chalcopyrite absorber and the buffer layer is crucial, and several studies with this
focus have already been published84,133–136.
A characteristic of record CdS/CIGSe devices is the presence of a flat conduction
band alignment at the buffer/absorber interface, both for CdS/CuInSe 2 and
CdS/Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)225,52,59. In contrast, the less efficient CdS/Cu(In,Ga)S2 system has
been shown to exhibit a cliff-like conduction band offset (CBO)51. It is thus important to
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understand the band alignment at the Zn(O,S)/CIGSe interface by direct and independent
analysis of the valence and conduction band energies without the detrimental effects of
sputter depth-profiling, and to compare its commonalities and differences with respect to
the CdS-containing CIG(S)Se thin-film photovoltaic systems.
When using Zn(O,S) as a buffer material, it should be noted that ZnS and ZnO
have large optical band gaps, 3.54 eV137 and 3.3 eV138, respectively, whereas the band
gap of the Zn(O,S) alloy can show a strong bowing effect as the O:S ratio varies139,140,
with a minimum at 2.6 eV for a S/(S +O) ratio of 45%57. Nevertheless, even at this
minimum, Zn(O,S) still exhibits an optical band gap that is approximately 0.2 eV larger
than that of CdS (2.4 eV47), promising a higher transparency. To thus gain insights into
the electronic level alignment when utilizing Zn(O,S) buffers, it is pertinent to perform a
detailed experimental study; here, we present the first non-destructive analysis of the
interface using XPS, UPS, and IPES, investigating samples with varying buffer layer
thickness.

6.2 – EXPERIMENTAL
A Zn(O,S)/CIGSe sample series was deposited at NREL, consisting of a CIGSe “bare”
absorber and two Zn(O,S)/CIGSe interface samples of varying Zn(O,S) thickness. The
absorbers were deposited onto a Mo-coated soda lime glass substrate using the standard
three-stage process and a bulk Ga/(Ga+In) ratio of 0.318. Our surface-sensitive XPS
studies find a Ga/(Ga+In) ratio of 0.33 and 0.32 (± 0.10) for the CIGSe and thinnest buffer
layer sample, respectively. The Zn(O,S) films were grown by chemical bath deposition
(CBD) utilizing zinc sulfate, thiourea, ammonium hydroxide, and dimethyl sulfoxide141.
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Auger depth profiling studies at NREL showed that the CBD process yielded Zn(O,S)
films with a composition of ~25 at% S and ~20 at% O (S/(S+O) ~ 0.56). The CBD time
was varied to control the thickness of the Zn(O,S) layer on the absorber – the “thick”
Zn(O,S)/CIGSe sample was deposited by the standard 22.5 minute CBD process,
whereas the “thin” Zn(O,S)/CIGSe sample was deposited by an abbreviated 5 minute
CBD. Completed twin devices demonstrated an average efficiency of 17.7% (with a
maximum of 17.8%). According to our XPS analysis, the thick layer is clearly a “closed”
layer [Chapter 7].
XPS, UPS, and IPES were performed at UNLV to investigate all three samples. XPS
measurements were taken using Mg Kα and Al Kα radiation, and He I and II irradiation
were used for the UPS measurements. In this paper, only the results obtained with Mg K α
and He I radiation are shown (while the other results nevertheless contributed to the
overall interpretation). XPS and UPS measurements were taken with a SPECS PHOIBOS
150 MCD electron analyzer, calibrated using core-level and Auger peaks of clean Ag, Cu,
and Au foils (for XPS)78, and the Fermi energy of the Au foil (for UPS and IPES). All
samples were treated with a low-energy (50 eV) Ar+ ion treatment at a low incidence
angle. This has been shown25,83 to be very effective in removing C and O contaminants
from chalcopyrite, CdS, and ZnO surfaces without creating metallic phases commonly
found when sputter-cleaning or depth-profiling such surfaces with higher ion energies.
The CIGSe absorber was treated for a total of 120 min, and both Zn(O,S)/CIGSe samples
were treated for 20 min each to remove (a portion of) the surface adsorbates while
minimizing any potential beam damage (note that intense x-ray and electron flood gun
irradiation has been shown to induce changes in the zinc hydroxide / zinc oxide ratio of
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hydroxide-rich films142,143). All peaks were analyzed by fitting the different spectral
intensities with Voigt functions (with coupled Lorentzian and Gaussian widths) and a
linear background using the Fityk peak-fitting program90. A commercial low-energy
electron gun (Staib) and a home-built Dose-type detector with a SrF2 window and Ar:I2
filling81 were used for IPES experiments. The valence band maximum (VBM) and
conduction band minimum (CBM) were determined by linear extrapolation of the leading
edge in the valence band (UPS) and conduction band (IPES) spectra82. The base
pressure in the chamber was <5×10-10 mbar.

6.3 – RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 6.1 presents Mg Kα XPS spectra of the O 1s region of the thick and thin
Zn(O,S)/CIGSe samples. The shape and broadness of the O 1s peak in both samples
indicates the presence of multiple chemical species. Indeed, a fit analysis shows that a
single Voigt peak does not give a satisfactory description, indicating that at least two
species are present. Conversely, we find that the quality of the fit achieved with two Voigt
functions for each O 1s region (with a linear background and identical Gaussian and
Lorentzian widths for all the species) is already very high, and that a third component
does not lead to a significant further improvement. Consequently, the residuals shown
below each spectrum show a statistical distribution without any evidence for additional
peaks.
Comparing the binding energies with values from literature, the two components
for both samples can be assigned to ZnO and Zn(OH)2111,144. Since the Zn(O,S) is
deposited onto the CIGSe via a wet-chemical deposition route, Zn-OH bonds are not
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Figure 6.1: XPS detail spectra of the O 1s peak and fit (components in black, sum in
red) of a) the thin (5 min) and b) the thick (22.5 min) Zn(O,S)/CIGSe samples. The
magnified residual of each fit is also shown.
unexpected58, suggesting that the dehydrogenation of the Zn(O,S) layer is incomplete for
both the thin and thick Zn(O,S)/CIGSe samples53,139. The possibility of a sulfate species
was also taken into account since the O 1s peak location of a sulfate species and a
hydroxide species are similar. However, none of our sulfur XPS spectra show any
evidence for sulfates. Overall, our XPS, x-ray excited Auger electron spectroscopy and xray emission spectroscopy results suggest the presence of up to 4 different Zn species
(associated with Zn-containing bonds similar to those in ZnO, ZnS, Zn(OH)2, and ZnSe)
[Chapter 7].
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UPS and IPES spectra to analyze the valence (VB) and conduction band (CB),
respectively, of the bare CIGSe absorber and the thick (22.5 min) Zn(O,S) CBD buffer
layer are shown in Figure 6.2. The VBM and CBM for the bare CIGSe absorber are found
at -1.05 (±0.10) below and 0.50 (±0.15) eV above the Fermi energy, respectively. The
thus derived electronic surface band gap of 1.55 (±0.18) eV agrees well with previously

Normalized Intensity

UPS - He I
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Zn(O,S)
2.75 eV

0.45 eV

± 0.18 eV
EF

-2.30 eV

CIGSe
1.55 eV
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2
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Binding Energy rel. EF (eV)
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Figure 6.2: He I UPS (left) and IPES (right) spectra of the bare CIGSe absorber (bottom)
and the thick Zn(O,S)/CIGSe sample (top). VBM and CBM values determined by linear
extrapolations of the leading edges (red lines) are shown, together with the resulting
electronic surface band gaps. Error bars are ±0.10 and ±0.15 eV for the VBM and CBM
determination, respectively. A Savitzky-Golay-smoothed line is shown for the IPES
spectra as a guide to the eye.
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measured CIGSe surface band gaps of high efficiency absorbers with Cu-poor
surfaces23,25,52,59,85,86. The VBM and CBM of the Zn(O,S) layer are found at -2.30 (±0.10)
eV and 0.45 (±0.15) eV, respectively, deriving an electronic surface band gap of 2.75
(±0.18) eV. Note that the optical (bulk) band gap of a pure Zn(O,S) alloy with a S/(S+O)
ratio of ~56% is expected to be ~2.6 (±0.10) eV57. A larger Zn(O,S) surface band gap in
our case might be due to various reasons, including the presence of Zn-OH bonds (as
shown by the O 1s spectra) and the above-mentioned presence of multiple Zn-containing
species53.
To derive a complete description of the band alignment at the interface, additional
information is needed to take into account how the band bending at the absorber surface
changes during the formation of the interface, as well as whether/how a band bending
evolves in the buffer layer (as a function of thickness). For this purpose, the thin
Zn(O,S)/CIGSe sample serves as an intermediate step in the interface formation (note
that it is not possible to derive electronic structure information from an interface by sputter
depth-profiling through the top layer due to the induced structural and chemical defects
and compositional changes associated with preferential sputtering). Deriving the band
bending changes is done by comparing the core-level peak positions of the CIGSe
absorber (Se, In, Cu) to those of the thin Zn(O,S)/CIGSe sample, as listed in Table 1
(top). The observed shifts lie between 0.03 eV and 0.10 eV and indicate a very small
upward shift [0.06 eV] of the absorber surface band edges as the interface starts to form.
In other words: the (expected) downward band bending at the absorber surface is slightly
reduced by the interface formation. This needs to be compared with the CdS/CIG(S)Se
system, where we either find a negligible impact on the band edge positions25,52,59 or a
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small additional downward shift [unpublished]. The here-observed (small) upward shift
could have several origins, including a small change in the CIGSe surface dipole upon
becoming an interface dipole to the Zn(O,S) layer, and a possible charge transfer across
the interface to influence the space-charge region. The latter interpretation would require
that the Fermi level at the interface is not pinned.
To investigate whether/how band bending evolves in the buffer layer as a function
of thickness, the core-level binding energy differences between the thin and thick Zn(O,S)
samples (Zn, O, and S core levels) are compared, as listed in Table 1 (bottom). As the
buffer layer thickness increases, the Zn, O, and S core-level peaks from the thin
Zn(O,S)/CIGSe sample also shift toward lower BE. For a quantitative analysis, we need
to take into account that the buffer layer consists of multiple chemical species, as
discussed above. For oxygen, we thus analyze both components (i.e., the ZnO and
Zn(OH)2 species) separately in order to avoid spurious peak shifts due to a variation in

Table 6.1: Core level peak positions of the bare absorber, the thin (5 min)
Zn(O,S)/CIGSe sample, and the thick (22.5 min) Zn(O,S)/CIGSe sample, as well as
their relative shifts.
Core Level

CIGSe BE (eV)

Thin 5 min Zn(O,S)
BE (eV)

Shift

Se 3d
In 3d5/2
Cu 2p3/2

54.33
444.78
932.56

54.30
444.68
932.52

0.03
0.10
0.04

Core Level

Thin 5 min
Zn(O,S) BE (eV)

Thick 22.5 min
Zn(O,S) BE (eV)

Shift

S 2p3/2
O 1s (Zn(OH)2)
O 1s (ZnO)
Zn 2p3/2

161.91
532.06
530.89
1022.33

162.12
532.25
531.08
1022.41

0.21
0.19
0.19
0.08
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ZnO/Zn(OH)2 ratio. For sulfur, we expect one dominant species (ZnS), and thus the S
2p3/2 binding energy is taken “as derived”. For Zn, finally, we argue that there are too
many different species overlapping within the Zn 2p3/2 peak, and thus it is not possible to
separate band bending effects from variations in relative abundance of the different
species. We therefore list the binding energy values in Tab. 6.1, but do not use them for
the band alignment determination (hence shaded gray in Tab. 6.1). Overall, we derive a
shift of 0.20 eV for the buffer layer core levels. Note that the S and O core levels all shift
in unison, suggesting that these shifts are due to band bending in the buffer layer, rather
than to chemical shifts due to an altered S/(S+O) or OH/(O+OH) ratio in the buffer layer
itself. This interpretation is corroborated by a quantitative analysis of the OH/(O+OH)
ratio, which derives values for the 5 and 22.5 min Zn(O,S) samples [Chapter 7] that are
equal within the error bars of such a determination.
The full band alignment of the Zn(O,S)/CIGSe interface, including the band
bending correction, is depicted in Figure 6.3. A small conduction band offset (CBO = 0.09
± 0.20 eV) is found, indicating that the conduction band alignment at the Zn(O,S)/CIGSe
interface is essentially flat (small spike), as in25,52,59,143. Likewise, a considerable valence
band offset (VBO = 1.15 ± 0.15 eV) is formed, creating a hole barrier and decreasing
interfacial recombination. Note that the error bars were determined as a best-faith
estimate of the Gaussian distribution around the derived value (they should not be
misinterpreted as a “box of equal probability”).
As mentioned in the introduction, we have consistently found flat conduction
alignments in optimized CIG(S)Se-based devices25,52,59, with the exception of
CdS/Cu(In,Ga)S2, for which a cliff was found51. Given the fact that the O/S ratio of the
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Figure 6.3: Band alignment scheme of the Zn(O,S)/CIGSe interface. The band edge
positions at the CIGSe and Zn(O,S) surfaces are shown on the left and right,
respectively. In the center, the band alignment at the interface is shown, taking
interface-induced band bending changes at the absorber surfaces and band bending
in the buffer layer into account (as indicated by the ovals).

Zn(O,S) layer gives an additional optimization parameter for this alternative buffer layer,
it is not necessarily to be expected that a flat conduction band alignment is found. In
particular, modeling studies have suggested that buffer/absorber interfaces are far less
sensitive towards spikes than towards cliff arrangements68–70. Nevertheless, empirical
optimization time-and-again leads to electronic level alignments that are very close to
“flat”, suggesting that such an optimized level alignment should be considered one of the
primary design criteria for constructing deliberately-tailored thin film photovoltaic devices.
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6.4 – CONCLUSION
The electronic structure of the Zn(O,S)/CIGSe interface was analyzed using x-ray, UV
and inverse photoemission. We find evidence for multiple chemical environments of
oxygen in the Zn(O,S) buffer layer, best described by ZnO and Zn(OH) 2 components.
Detailed analysis of the bare CIGSe and thick Zn(O,S)/CIGSe samples, together with an
optimally chosen thin Zn(O,S) intermediate sample to monitor variations of band bending
due to interface formation and increasing buffer layer thickness, allowed for a
comprehensive and all-experimental depiction of the electronic level alignment at the
interface. We find an essentially flat conduction band alignment (small spike) and a
significant valence band offset (i.e., a hole barrier). Such a structure is expected to allow
for unobstructed electron transport across this interface, beneficial for high-efficiency thin
film solar cells.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
SOFT X-RAY SPECTROSCOPY OF A COMPLEX HETEROJUNCTION IN HIGHEFFICIENCY THIN-FILM PHOTOVOLTAICS: INTERMIXING AND Zn SPECIATION
AT THE Zn(O,S)/CIGSe INTERFACE
7.1 – INTRODUCTION
Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGSe) thin-film photovoltaic devices have recently achieved a worldrecord efficiency of 22.3% on a laboratory scale utilizing a Zn-based buffer layer (the
20.9% world-record cell from Solar Frontier K.K. utilized Zn(O,S) as the buffer layer) 4.
While CdS-based CIGSe devices have traditionally dominated the record efficiencies for
this materials class,45 other groups report high conversion efficiencies with a Zn(O,S)
buffer as well (up to 21.0 %)58,131,132,145. An understanding of the interface formation is
crucial for optimizing these buffer layers and the buffer/absorber interface. While several
studies have been published showing theoretical and experimental interfacial band
alignments,60,84,133,134,136,140 there is a need to better understand the chemical interactions
at the buffer/absorber interface, as this information can aid in deliberately tailoring the
electronic band alignment. We note that current state-of-the-art Zn(O,S)-based devices
feature a flat conduction band alignment60.
Previous studies have revealed a S/Se intermixing at the CdS/CIG(S)Se interface
of high efficiency thin film devices with a chemical bath-deposited buffer layer48–50,146.
Only few studies report on intermixing at the heterojunction between Zn(O,S) and
chalcopyrites139,147. To gain better insights into the formation of the Zn(O,S)/CIGSe buffer
layer and the chemical interactions at the interface in current state-of-the-art devices, we
employ x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), x-ray-excited Auger electron
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spectroscopy (XAES), and synchrotron-based soft x-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) on
Zn(O,S)/CIGSe samples with varying buffer layer thickness.

7.2 – EXPERIMENTAL
The sample set was deposited at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). It
consists of a CIGSe bare absorber and three Zn(O,S)/CIGSe interface samples of varying
Zn(O,S) chemical bath deposition (CBD) times141. The standard three-stage process, with
a nominal Ga/(Ga+In) ratio of 0.3, was used to grow the CIGSe absorbers on Mosputtered glass18. The “thick” Zn(O,S) sample was deposited using the standard 22.5 min
CBD process, and for the “thin” and “intermediate” samples, the process was interrupted
after 5 and 10 min, respectively. Completed twin devices showed an average conversion
efficiency of 17.7%. The CBD process yielded Zn(O,S) buffer films with a S/(S+O) ratio
of ~0.56, as derived by Auger depth profiling studies conducted at NREL.
XPS and XAES were conducted at UNLV, while XES was performed at the
Advanced Light Source (ALS), Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. XPS
measurements were taken using Mg and Al Kα radiation with a SPECS PHOIBOS 150
MCD electron analyzer and calibrated using the Auger and core-level peaks of clean Cu,
Ag, and Au foils80. The XES spectra were taken at the SALSA endstation101 on beamline
8.0.1 at the ALS, utilizing the variable line-space grating (VLS) spectrometer. The spectra
were calibrated using the prominent emission features of CdS108. The base pressure for
the XPS and XES measurements were <5x10-10 and <1x10-9 mbar, respectively.
The samples were briefly air-exposed (less than 5 min) before being packaged in
a vacuum-sealed container. At UNLV, the samples were immediately introduced into an
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inert gas-filled glovebox, mounted on a sample holder, and transferred into the ultra-high
vacuum system. The samples were measured “as-received” and also after a low-energy
(50 eV) Ar+ ion treatment (two subsequent 60 min treatments for CIGSe, and three
subsequent 20 min treatments for each of the 5 and 22.5 min absorbers) at low incidence
angle, which has been shown to be effective in (partially) removing adsorbates from
chalcopyrites, ZnO, and CdS surfaces without creating metallic phases often found with
higher ion energies25,83. XPS peaks were analyzed by fitting with Voigt functions, coupled
Gaussian and Lorentzian widths, and a linear background using the Fityk Peak Fitting
Program90. For quantification, inelastic mean free paths (IMFPs) were determined by the
QUASES software148.

7.3 – RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
XPS survey spectra of the bare CIGSe absorber and the 5 and 22.5 min Zn(O,S)/CIGSe
samples are shown in Figure 7.1. The respective “as-received” spectra are shown in
black, while the “ion-treated” spectra are shown in red. The pertinent CIGSe and Zn(O,S)
photoemission and Auger lines (of Cu, In, Ga, Se, Zn, O, and S), as well as the Na lines
are labeled, in addition to the adsorbate peak associated with C. For the as-received
CIGSe absorber, the O 1s peak is particularly pronounced, especially when the
photoionization cross section is taken into account149,150. Due to the presence of this
adsorbate layer, all high-binding energy peaks in the survey spectrum (e.g., Ga 2p, Cu
2p, In MNN, Zn 2p) are suppressed in intensity. The low-energy ion treatment removes
the majority of the adsorbate species, as well as most of the Na surface species, and thus
the surface-sensitive peaks mentioned above gain in intensity. The CIGSe absorber was
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Figure 7.1: XPS survey spectra of the untreated (black) and ion-treated (red)
Zn(O,S)/CIGSe sample series: CIGSe bare absorber (bottom), 5 min Zn(O,S) (center),
and 22.5 min Zn(O,S) (top).

treated for a total of 120 min, and the Zn(O,S)/CIGSe samples were treated for a total of
60 min in several steps. In Fig. 7.1 and the subsequent analysis, data after the first 20
min treatment is shown/used in order to minimize ion beam influences. In fact, as will be
discussed later, the two subsequent ion treatments of the Zn(O,S)/CIGSe samples
induced signs of surface alteration (dehydrogenation). This indicates that Zn(O,S) is more
susceptible to low-energy ion treatments (and other irradiation) than the CIGSe absorber,
CdS, or ZnO25,83,142,143. As the Zn(O,S) thickness is increased, Fig. 1 shows that all peaks
from the CIGSe absorber surface are attenuated, as expected. Small CIGSe-related corelevel peaks are detected in the spectra of the thin Zn(O,S)/CIGSe sample (e.g., the In 3d
and Se 3d peaks in Fig. 1, center). In contrast, the 22.5 min Zn(O,S) sample shows no
evidence of absorber-related peaks, suggesting that it is a continuous layer.
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Figure 7.2: Modified Auger Parameter plot of Na 1s is shown before (red dot) and after
different 50 eV Ar+-ion energy treatment steps (red triangles) in comparison to
references (111,112) in black (error bars are ±0.05 eV on both axes).
.
The Na peak intensity for the CIGSe bare absorber decreases with ion treatment,
in parallel to a reduction of the oxygen and carbon signals [we note that the carbon signal
for the Zn(O,S) layers is quite sizable, which we assign to an incorporation during the
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CBD process]. To gain further insight into the chemical state of Na on the CIGSe surface
and the cause of this intensity decrease, the modified Auger parameters α’ of Na were
calculated. Figure 7.2 shows the Wagner plot116 for the CIGSe absorber surface (red, iontreatment times as indicated), along with relevant references (black)111. The modified
Auger parameter is calculated by summing the binding energy of the Na 1s core level and
the kinetic energy of the KL2,3L2,3 Auger peak, and information about the chemical state
is gained by comparing with reference data116 along three axes: the Na 1s binding energy
(abscissa), the Na KLL kinetic energy (ordinate), and α’ (diagonal and right ordinate). The
location of the CIGSe data on the Wagner plot is indicative of Na in an oxidized chemical
environment. It is clearly different from metallic Na, but close to a large variety of O and/or
C containing Na compounds. Thus, upon ion treatment, Na is likely to be desorbed along
with the surface adsorbates. Based on earlier studies, 35–38 this is not unexpected for airexposed CIGSe surfaces and also assumed to happen in the chemical bath solution.
Core-level peaks from the CIGSe absorber can be detected in the spectra of the
thin Zn(O,S)/CIGSe sample, indicating that the 5 min CBD of Zn(O,S) results in a layer
that is inhomogeneous and/or thinner than the region from which XPS information can be
derived (note that XPS signals are governed by an exponential attenuation function, not
a “box” function associated with a specific information depth). The absorber peaks
detected for Cu, In, and Ga are of low intensity, while, in comparison, the Se 3d peak is
larger, indicating the possibility of Se diffusion into the Zn(O,S) layer, as will be discussed
now. For the purpose of studying Se diffusion at this interface, we also include the
Zn(O,S)/CIGSe sample of intermediate thickness (10 min CBD). Figure 7.3 shows XPS
spectra of the Se 3d peak (left) and the Ga 3d/In 4d peak (right) for the CIGSe bare
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absorber and the Zn(O,S)/CIGSe samples of increasing thickness. Due to their similar
kinetic energies, the Se 3d, Ga 3d, and In 4d peaks are expected to have similar inelastic
mean free paths (IMFPs), allowing the attenuation factors of these peaks to be compared
as an initial step. The Se peak is strongly attenuated as the Zn(O,S) CBD time increases,
but nevertheless it is still detectable even after the standard deposition time of 22.5 min.
In contrast, the peaks of the 10 min Zn(O,S)/CIGSe and 22.5 min Zn(O,S)/CIGSe
samples are extremely small (if present at all), even when magnified 100x (note that the
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Figure 7.3: Mg Kα XPS spectra of the Se 3d peak (left) and the Ga 3d/In 4d region
(right) for the CIGSe bare absorber and Zn(O,S)/CIGSe samples of varying
thickness. To describe the 10 and 22.5 min spectra, the result of a fit with the CIGSe
lineshape and a linear background is shown. Multiplication factors are shown in
parentheses.
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Ga 3d/In 4d peaks lie on the onset of the O 2s peak, at ~ 26 eV, giving rise to the steep
background observed for the 10 and 22.5 min sample). The detection of a Se signal even
after 22.5 min of Zn(O,S) CBD suggests an outdiffusion of Se during the CBD process,
similar to the CdS/CIGSe and CdS/CIGSSe interfaces48–50. All other core-level and
Auger peaks (not shown) were analyzed in a similar fashion, but no peaks were visible
for the 10 min and 22.5 min Zn(O,S) CBD sample (but note that these peaks might be
governed by shorter attenuation lengths due to their lower kinetic energy and will be
discussed in greater detail below).
In order to analyze the possibility of Se, Ga, and/or In diffusion more quantitatively,
Figure 7.4 presents an “effective Zn(O,S) layer thickness” as a function of the Zn(O,S)
CBD time. The nominal thickness values (determined by Scanning Electron Microscopy
at NREL) are shown as black data points and a line, while the effective thicknesses
derived from the Se 3d, Ga 3d, and In 4d intensity attenuation are plotted in color and
labeled (red, green and pink colors: Ga 3d/In 4d, blue: Se 3d). If there is no diffusion of
the element in question, the effective layer thickness should be similar to the nominal
thickness, while it is expected to be lower in the case of diffusion into the buffer layer. The
effective thickness derived for a given peak is calculated using
deff = λ ln(I0 / I).

(7.1)

The IMFP is represented by λ, I0 is the peak intensity in the bare absorber, and I is
the peak intensity in the corresponding Zn(O,S)/CIGSe sample. We find that the Se 3dbased effective layer thickness lies significantly below the nominal thickness line, even
when taking the error bars into account. Thus, the attenuation of the Se signal is lower
than expected, suggesting that Se is diffusing into the buffer layer during the CBD
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process. In contrast, for the 5 min sample, the Ga 3d and In 4d effective thicknesses are

Effective Zn(O,S) Layer Thickness (nm)

larger and on (Ga) or very close (In) to the nominal line. For the 10 min sample, we note
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Figure 7.4: Effective Zn(O,S) layer thickness derived from Se 3d (blue), Ga 3d (red,
5 min), In 4d (green, 5 min), Ga 3d/In 4d combined (pink, 10 min) and nominal
thickness (black) as a function of Zn(O,S) CBD time. The 10 min nominal thickness
and Ga 3d/In 4d data were shifted slightly along the abscissa to differentiate between
the data points.
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that the Ga 3d/In 4d region also includes the Mg Kβ excitation of the O 2s line, which
would give rise to a satellite approximately 9 eV lower than the O 2s peak (~17 eV), and/or
contributions from inelastically scattered Zn 3d electrons (peak at ~10 eV). Nevertheless,
because the peak in the Ga 3d/In 4d region is clearly present for the 10 min sample, we
show the effective layer thickness based on the attenuation of the combined Ga 3d/In 4d
peak (pink), ignoring possible O 2s or Zn 3d are contributions (leading to a large and
asymmetric error bar). The effective layer thickness is again close to the nominal
thickness line, suggesting that there is no significant diffusion of In or Ga into the buffer.
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XPS Mg K
Ga 3d/In 4d
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Zn(O,S)
In 4d
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Ga 3d

CIGSe
In 4d
Ga 3d
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Binding Energy (eV)
Figure 7.5: XPS detail spectra of the Ga 3d/In 4d region of the CIGSe absorber
(bottom) and 5 min Zn(O,S) (top). Fit curves for In:Ga contributions to the peak are
shown along with their respective residuals (purple).
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For the 22.5 min sample, we argue that there is no detectable Ga 3d/In 4d peak, noting
the absence of the (normally dominant) In 3d5/2 peak. The finding of a Se outdiffusion into
the Zn(O,S) buffer layer is reminiscent of the CdS/CIGSe interface, in which a pronounced
S-Se exchange at the interface is found48–50. In the present case of a Zn(O,S) buffer, the
diffusion of Se into the buffer layer leads us to speculate that it is most likely in a Zn-Se
bonding environment.
Figure 7.5 shows fits of the Ga 3d/In 4d peaks of the bare CIGSe absorber and the
5 min Zn(O,S) sample in order to see if the Ga/(Ga+In) ratio at the absorber surface
changes with the addition of the buffer layer. The peaks were fit with a linear background
and Voigt profiles, using coupled Gaussian widths for all components, and coupled but
separate Lorentzian widths for In and Ga, respectively. The ratios of the spin-orbit split
peaks were fixed according to their multiplicity, along with their respective peak
separation, 0.86 eV for In113,114 and 0.46 eV for Ga115. The data is shown with black dots,
the In 4d components in green, the Ga 3d components in blue, and the resulting fit in red.
The residual of the fit is shown below each spectrum (purple). We note that these shallow
core levels already possess some band character, and thus the quality of the fit is very
surprisingly high, especially given all the above-mentioned boundary conditions included
in the fit. The surface Ga/(Ga+In) ratio for the CIGSe absorber and 5 min Zn(O,S)/CIGSe
samples are 0.33 and 0.32 (± 0.10), respectively, indicating no change in the surface ratio
with the addition of the buffer layer. Having thus gained a detailed description of the
absorber surface, we can now take a closer look at the overlayer and its contributions to
the interface formation.
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Figure 7.6: (Left) XPS spectra of the 22.5 min Zn(O,S) O 1s peak as a function of ion
treatment time. (Right) Fits of the O 1s peak show a change in OH/(OH+O) ratio as a
function of ion treatment time.

As mentioned previously, the 5 and 22.5 min Zn(O,S)/CIGSe samples were ion
treated in three 20 min increments. Figure 7.6 (left) shows XPS spectra of the 22.5 min
Zn(O,S)/CIGSe O 1s peak as a function of ion treatment time. The purpose of the low
energy ion treatment is to remove surface adsorbates without creating metallic species
at the surface. Indeed, we see that with the 20 min treatment, the O peak is reduced
(partial removal of adsorbates) and the main peak position is identical to the untreated
surface. However, with each subsequent treatment, the peak shifts toward lower BE and
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the shape changes as well. This is also true for the Zn and S peaks (not shown): the
untreated and 20 min treated surface peak positions are identical, and with each
subsequent treatment, the peak shifts to lower BE. The broadness and shape of the O
1s peak suggest that there are multiple chemical species of O in the (untreated) Zn(O,S)
film. On the right of Figure 7.6, a fit analysis of the peak (as a function of ion treatment)
shows that at least three species are present at the untreated surface, and at least two O
species after each treatment. The peaks were normalized to peak height in order to easily
visualize changes in peak component ratios. The peaks were fit with a linear background,
identical Gaussian and Lorentzian widths, and fixed positions for all species. The
residuals shown below the spectra indicate that the quality of the fit is quite high for the
ion-treated surfaces. In contrast, the untreated O 1s peak shows a characteristic
oscillation, which can be reduced by decoupling the Lorentzian width of this fit from that
of the other three spectra. We thus derive that the spectrum of the untreated surface is a
convolution of at least three species. Because there is a reduction in the O 1s peak
intensity with the first ion treatment step, we believe that such additional species need to
be ascribed to surface adsorbates. Based on their binding energies, the three
components for the untreated peak are assigned to H2O, Zn(OH)2, and ZnO111,112. For
the treated peaks, the components are assigned to Zn(OH)2 and ZnO only. The presence
of Zn(OH)2 suggests that the dehydrogenation of the Zn(O,S) layer during deposition is
incomplete, indicating that a better description of this layer would be “Zn(O,OH,S)”. Also,
it cannot be ruled out that Zn(OH)2 might be formed at the surface during the (brief) air
exposure. The fits of the O 1s peaks show that, with increasing ion treatment time, the
OH/(O+OH) ratio changes - a reduction in Zn(OH)2 and an increase in ZnO suggests that
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the Zn(O,S) surface is more susceptible to the low-energy ion treatment than, e.g., the
ZnO surface commonly used as a window layer CIGSe devices. This beam-induced
dehydrogenation is not unexpected, as similar results have been found utilizing intense
x-rays and electron flood gun irradiation on Zn(OH)2-rich samples142,143. Nevertheless, we
use data from the 20 min ion treatment for our analysis because this surface represents
the best compromise between reduced contributions from surface adsorbates and
minimal ion beam damage.
The Zn 2p3/2 and S 2p/Se 3p spectra for the 5 and 22.5 min Zn(O,S)/CIGSe
samples are shown in Figure 7.7, along with the binding energy markers for several
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Figures 7.7: XPS spectra of the Zn 2p3/2 peak (left) and S 2p/Se 3p peaks (right) for
the 5 and 22.5 min Zn(O,S) samples. Reference peak positions (111,112) are indicated
above both peaks.
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references111,112. Because the binding energies of the Zn references overlap (left), and
because the observed peak is rather broad, it does not allow for an unambiguous
assignment of the different species. This is not necessarily surprising – so far, our analysis
has suggested three bonding partners for Zn, namely O and OH from the O 1s peak fit
and Se from the diffusion analysis. Furthermore, bonding to sulfur is also expected for the
Zn(O,S) film surfaces. The S 2p/Se 3p spectra (right) show (a) the presence of sulfur in
a sulfide environment, as expected, (b) the presence of Se for the 5 min samples (as
discussed above; note that the Se 3p peak is much weaker than the Se 3d peak, and
hence it is not seen for the 22.5 min sample), and (c) no evidence for sulfates on the
surface.
XES spectra of the S L2,3 and Se M2,3 emission as a function of Zn(O,S) CBD time,
excited non-resonantly with a photon energy of 180 eV, are presented in Figure 7.8. The
CIGSe spectrum shows the Se M2,3 emission, while the Zn(O,S)/CIGSe samples are
dominated by S L2,3 emission. The magnification factors at the right hand side of each
spectrum show that the Se M2,3 is significantly weaker than the S L2,3 emission. The
intensity differences between the Se M2,3 and S L2,3 emission is due to the difference in
fluorescence yield for the S 3s to S 2p transition (S L2,3) and the Se 4s to Se 3p transition
(Se M2,3). As the Zn(O,S) layer is deposited, the characteristic spectrum of ZnS emerges.
In particular, the two features at ~151.2 and ~152.4 eV (in the ZnS reference) are
associated with electrons from the Zn 3d-derived band decaying into the S 2p1/2 and S
2p3/2 core holes. We do note that the Zn 3d-derived features are slightly shifted towards
lower emission energies (by ~0.2 eV), indicating a different Zn chemical environment due
to the presence of multiple Zn species (ZnS, ZnSe, Zn(OH)2, and ZnO). There is no
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evidence of sulfates, as seen by the lack of a dominant peak at ~161 eV, 143,151 in contrast
to a photoinduced sulfate formation observed for ILGAR-Zn(O,OH)/CIGSSe143,151.
To gain insights into the component(s) contributing to the 5 min and 10 min spectra,
the 22.5 min spectrum (i.e., the S L2,3 emission of the Zn(O,S) overlayer) was subtracted
after normalizing all spectra to overall peak area. The resulting difference spectra are
presented in Figure 7.9-a (bottom). The 5 min difference (red) and the 10 min difference
(blue) both show a dip at ~147.5 eV and a maximum at 150 eV, which we interpret as a
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Figure 7.8: S L2,3 and Se M2,3 emission of the Zn(O,S)/CIGSe interface as a function of
CBD time and a ZnS reference. Multiplication factors are shown in parentheses.
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spectral-weight shift of the main S L2,3 peak. Comparison with reference compounds
(Ga2S3, In2S3, CuInS2, CuS, Cu2S, and Zn(O,S), Figure 7.9-b) suggests that this could be
indicative for a different chemical environment of the sulfur atoms near the substrate.
Furthermore, we observe a maximum at ~ 153.5 eV; at this energy, Ga 2S3, In2S3, and
CuInS2 all exhibit additional partial density of states. A strong contribution of S-Cu bonds
can, however, likely be ruled out due to the absence of any spectral difference at ~ 159
eV (i.e., the region of the Cu 3d contributions in CuInS 2 and the Cu sulfides). The
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Figure 7.9: a) Difference spectra from subtracting the 22.5 min Zn(O,S) S L2,3 emission
from the 5 min (red) and 10 min(blue) spectra. b) Reference spectra for comparison.
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difference spectra thus suggest that, in addition to the Zn-S bonding environment in the
Zn(O,S) buffer layer, additional S chemical bonding environments are present at the
interface to the CIGSe absorber, most likely in an S-In and/or S-Ga bonding environment,
similar to what has been previously observed for the CdS/CIGSe interface48.

7.4 – CONCLUSION
The Zn(O,S)/CIGSe interface has been investigated using XPS, XAES, and XES to
investigate the chemical structure. Detailed analysis of the bare CIGSe absorber and
Zn(O,S)/CIGSe samples of varying CBD times allowed for a comprehensive analysis of
the chemical interactions at this interface. We find evidence for an upward diffusion of Se
into the buffer layer, most likely in a Zn-Se environment, and intermixing of S at the
interface, most likely in a S-Ga and/or S-In environment. We find multiple chemical
environments of Zn, best described by ZnO, Zn(OH)2, ZnS, and ZnSe. There is no
evidence for sulfates in the Zn(O,S) layer (photoinduced or otherwise), but we do find
evidence for Ar+ ion beam-induced dehydrogenation of the Zn(O,S) layer. The resulting
chemical interactions during the Zn(O,S)/CIGSe interface formation are found to be quite
similar to those at the CdS/CIGSe interface48–50 but feature a higher degree of complexity
with respect to the local chemical environment of the group II component.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
SUMMARY
In this dissertation, the impact of novel deposition parameters on both industrymanufactured and lab-based chalcopyrites are investigated and presented. The two new
“hot topics” of the chalcopyrite photovoltaic field include the use of KF post-deposition
treatments and alternative buffer layers. To provide insight on these novel pathways to
high efficiency CIGSe devices, XPS, UPS, IPES, as well as XES and XAES are utilized
to investigate multiple sample sets designed to create a thorough approach that offers
insight on the electronic and chemical structures of the treated absorbers and/or the
absorber/buffer interface. The purpose of this is to aid in the further optimization of high
efficiency CIGSe thin-film photovoltaics.
Chapters 4 and 5 explore the effects of the first “hot topic”, alkali-treatments, on
CIGSe absorbers. The absorbers presented in Chapter 4 were taken from the production
line of STION and the National Renewable Energy Laboratory. In general, the alkalitreatments on these absorbers are shown to partially remove surface adsorbates, change
the surface Cu:In (STION and NREL), Se:In (STION and NREL), and Ga/(Ga+In) ratios
(NREL). The treatments deposit K, F, and/or Na on the surface and changes to the S/Se
ratios are seen for the STION absorbers. Alkali-treatments change the VBM position and
large differences are found between high efficiency KF samples and low efficiency KF
samples. This indicates the KF-treatment process does not affect the substrate
homogenously. While trends were similar within the STION and NREL absorber sets
separately, the alkali-treatments do not affect the STION and NREL absorbers the same.
Chapter 5 investigates effects of KF treatments when incorporated utilizing
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different deposition techniques and SiO2 barriers deposited on the soda-lime glass. We
find that the Cu:In ratio is smallest for both KF PDT suggesting that the KF PDT leads to
a depletion of Cu from the surface of nominally stoichiometric films. Both K and F are
deposited on the surfaces of the KF PDT absorbers, and K and F are also observed the
surface of the CKIGSe film, but to a smaller degree. In-F and Ga-F species are found on
the ion-treated surfaces of both KF PDT absorbers. After the NH4OH treatment, the GaF and Ga-O bonds are removed, and a Ga depletion of the surfaces is observed. In-F
bonds are greatly reduced, but still present, and the contribution of In-O species is
enhanced. The NH4OH treatment also removes the K completely from the surface of KF
PDT/SiO2, significantly reduces K and F on KF PDT, and slightly reduces K and F for
CKIGSe. Na is present on CIGSe, KF PDT, and CKIGSe pre and post-rinse but Na is
only observed for the SiO2 absorbers after the NH4OH rinse, suggesting that Na is
deposited during the NH4OH treatment. The Na on all the absorbers are found in an NaO bonding environment. UPS and IPES show that incorporation of K widens the bandgap
of the CIGSe absorber, with the largest surface bandgap (among the rinsed samples) of
2.93 ± 0.15 eV found for the KF PDT/SiO2 absorbers.
The second “hot topic” leading to high efficiency and world-record CIGSe devices
is the use of alternative buffer layers, most notable Zn(O,S), a material offering the
possibility of increasing the current collection in the shorter wavelength region of the solar
spectrum. To further optimize these photovoltaic devices, an understanding of the
interactions between the absorber and the buffer layer is crucial and this investigation is
presented in Chapters 6 and 7. Chapter 6 presents the electronic structure of the
Zn(O,S)/CIGSe interface utilizing XPS to monitor variations of band bending due to
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interface formation and increasing buffer layer thickness, UPS to measure the valence
band maximums, and IPES to measure the conduction band minimums of the samples.
The interfacial band alignment features an essentially flat conduction band offset (0.09 ±
0.20 eV) and a significant valence band offset (1.11 ± 0.15 eV) acting as a hole barrier.
Such an alignment allows for unobstructed electron transport and limits the interfacial
recombination, beneficial for high-efficiency thin film solar cells. In addition to the band
alignment, multiple chemical environments for O are found in the Zn(O,S) buffer layer
best described by ZnO and Zn(OH)2 components, further investigated in Chapter 7.
Chapter 7 presents the chemical structure of the Zn(O,S)/CIGSe interface with
evidence for the diffusion of Se upward into the buffer layer, most likely in a Zn-Se bonding
environment. S also intermixes at the interface, most likely creating Ga-S and/or In-S
species. With the interfacial intermixing, evidence indicates multiple bonding
environments of Zn, best described by ZnO, Zn(OH)2, ZnS, and ZnSe. Overall, the
resulting chemical interactions at the Zn(O,S)/CIGSe interface are very similar to the
chemical interactions at the CdS/CIGSe interface.
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APPENDIX
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS
α'

Modified Auger Parameter

ACS

American Chemical Society

ALS

Advanced Light Source

AM 1.5

Air-mass 1.5

B

Boron

BE

Binding energy

CB

Conduction band

CBD

Chemical bath deposition

CBM

Conduction band maximum

CdS

Cadmium Sulfide

CdTe

Cadmium Telluride

CIGSe

Cu(In1-xGax)Se2

CIGSSe

Cu(In1-xGax)(S,Se)2

DI

De-ionized

EF

Fermi level

Eg

Band gap

Evac

Vacuum level

FAT

Fixed Analyzer Transmission

FWHM

Full width at half maximum

HOPE

Hands on Photovoltaic Experience

hν

Photon energy

ILGAR

Ion laser gas reaction

IMFP

Inelastic Mean Free Path

IPES

Inverse Photoemission Spectroscopy

KE

Kinetic energy

KF

Potassium Fluoride

NaF

Sodium Fluoride

NREL

National Renewable Energy Laboratory
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ODC

Ordered defect compound

PDIL

Process development and integration laboratory

PDT

Post-deposition treatment

PV

Photovoltaic

PVD

Physical Vapor Deposition

Si

Silicon

SURE

Summer Undergraduate Research Experience

TCO

Transparent conductive oxide

UHV

Ultra-high Vacuum

UPS

Ultra-violet Photoelectron Spectroscopy

VB

Valence band

VBM

Valence band maximum

Φ

Work Function

XAES

X-ray Auger Electron Spectroscopy

XES

X-ray Emission Spectroscopy

XPS

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

ZnO

Zinc Oxide

Zn(OH2)

Zinc Hydroxide

Zn(O,S)

Zinc Oxysulfide

ZnS

Zinc Sulfide

ZnSe

Zinc Selenide
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